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nce
s increased surveiofflla
Union theft prompt
theft
s, trains Bookstore, Marketplace workers to ward
Public Safety installs security camera
"The $2 worth of cookies are part.
ofa $50L)00 problem," March said.
"Prices are much higher to UMaine
students and visitors because ofthese
situations."
One such situation is that of Sarah
Cady,a 21 year-old UMaine student
who was recently tried in court following her removal of two wrapped
cookies from the Marketplace on
Oct. 14 of last year. On Jan. 26, she
was found guilty of theft and now
bears a mark on her record. Despite
the outcome of her trial, Cady still
adamantly claims innocence.
"I had no intent of shoplifting

By Kyle Webster
Staff Reporter
Getting charged for theft, receiving a $200 fine and having a black
mark on your permanent record
because of two cookies, valued at 50
cents each,may seem ridiculous. But
when those two cookies are added to
roughly $50,000 dollars worth of
stolen merchandise annually from
both the Marketplace and the
Bookstore, the legal action is more
than justified, according to
University of Maine Public Safety
Director Noel March.

even though evidence indicates that I Marketplace and the Bookstore are
did," Cady stated in a recent e-mail. okay places tor theft."
In an effort to implement change
"While I readily admit things I do
that are wrong I can't admit to what I March helped develop a three-fold
don't do, and I won't have a chance plan.
"Our plan is this: education,envito explain the actual situation to all
and enforcement," March
ronment
who would see mention of the case
said.
in the paper."
This plan is being put into action
Regardless of guilt or innocence,
March said that Cady's case is just through a general education camone example of a person who got paign to encourage students not to
caught in an act that happens far too steal. One part of this will be the production of signs for the Marketplace
often.
"We're not just picking on one that will read: "Pay up before you
student," March said."[We're]trying chow down." Manager of Retail
to change a culture that thinks the Services, Melissa Lewis, said that

employees of both the Bookstore and
the Marketplace have recently
attended a training workshop.
"Our employees were put
through training with Deb Mitchell,"
Lewis said."They were told what to
look for — certain behavior, concealment."
Improving the environment in
the two locations will be accomplished through better use of
video cameras in the Bookstore,
greater awareness by employees
and the general public and the reSee UNION on Page 2

Audience crams to see
transgendered author

A unique bake sale

Boylan uses humor, book to talk to crowd
By Diana McElwain
Assistant News Editor
It was standing room only at
Memorial Union's litimgor Room

author
transgendered
- when
Jennifer Finney Boylan came to
speak about her experiences and
to read from her book: "She's Not
There." Boylan is no stranger to
the University of Maine. She
spoke in the same room last year,
and has visited Human Sexuality
classes.
"I guess it's my annual invasion of this wonderful campus,"
she said
Boylan opened her reading
with humor, telling the story of
how a past reading of hers was at
the same time as Hillary Clinton's.
"The only people who would
come to my reading were transsexuals and Republicans," she
said."Which leads to the question,
transsexual
a
is
what
Republican?"
She tried to help the audience
have a better understanding of

what it means to be transgendered.
"Transgendered is an umbrella
term. It's a whole group of people
who are gender variant," she said.
"Some think it is a hobby that got

out of control. That's not the case
... it could happen to anyone. It
could happen to you."
She also cleared up the difference between being transgendered
and cross dressing.
"[Cross dressers are] straight
men who really like to dress up,
God bless them," she said
Boylan said that it was easy to
misunderstand the many terms,
but she'hoped that someday they
will all seem familiar.
"They deserve to be spoken of
without shame," she said.
Boylan read from her book,
describing with humor and emotion a person in her support group
who eventually took her own life.
She said that it was the first time
she read the passage to an audience.
See BOYLAN on Page 3
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BUY ONE — Student Christine Guerette tables at the Student Woman's Association's fund-raiser for the Vagina Monologues. Guerette said she has had some luck selling the groups' chocolate vulvas, but sometimes gets turned down for other reasons."Some people say they're on a
diet, but I say there's no such thing as a diet when it comes to vaginas," Guerette said.

Immigrants talk about life in Maine
By Ernest J. Scheyder
News Editor
What's it like to be an immigrant in Maine? Is it any different being a woman?
These and other questions
were the topic of this week's
installment of the Women in
the Curriculum Lunch Series
entitled "Immigrant women's
stories in Maine: Students

present their findings from oral
history." The speech was
Wednesday afternoon in the
Bangor Room of Memorial
Union.
Ann Schonberger, the director of the Women's Studies
Program, opened the speech by
welcoming the audience. She
said the series has been ongoing for approximately 25 years
and the topics discussed are

still fresh and relevant.
"We never run out of ideas,
and it's rather amazing,"
Schonberger said.
Up first to speak was Maria
del Carmen Sandweiss, a
native of Peru who immigrated
to the United States in the late
1980s. Sandweiss currently is a
graduate student in liberal
See LUNCH on Page 4
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SIGN PLEASE — Author Jennifer Boylan signs her
book "She's not there" for UMaine student Jennifer
Bodwell after the humor-filled speech she delivered
Tuesday afternoon in the Bangor Room.
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deal with it when it does.
"Our attitude is not if, but when
we catch someone we will turn them
over to UMPD," Hockensmith said.
From Page 1
"We're not going to take a soft
arrangement of merchandise, approach."
according to March.
While both Hockensmith and
"The positioning of some items March acknowledge that it is nearly
may make them more susceptible to impossible to stop all shoplifters,
theft. We'll identify this and change it they say it is still important to try.
to make a better environment,"
"When an individual shoplifts,
March said. "Most people will steal they're taking away money that
something if the chance of getting would benefit this campus,"
caught is minimal. We'll change Hockensmith said.
this."
The final step is to enforce
shoplifting laws. This will be accomplished through the use of an undercover officer in the Bookstore and by
having other officers on hand.
"If you're caught shoplifting,
you'll be arrested and brought to
jail," March said.
The exact amount stolen each
year is not known, according to both
Bookstore
Manager
Bill
Hockensmith and Lewis, what
March offers is an estimate.
Bill Hockensmith
In the past year, only Cady's case
has gone to trial with a guilty outmanager,
come. According to Hockensmith,
University Bookstore
this elevation in theft prevention is
not due to an increase in shoplifting.
Hockensmith went on to describe
"Shoplifting is an issue that a variety of donations that the
occurs at all retail establishments. Bookstore has made to various clubs
UMaine is not an exception by any and departments that would not be
means," Hockensmith said. "We're able to occur if theft got to be too
just at a point where we want to start high.
focusing on loss prevention."
"We bought sousaphones for the
Although the bookstore has- marching band," Hockensmith said.
n't caught anyone actually steal- "We want to be able to keep doing
ing, Hockensmith said that he things like this."
knows it happens and is ready to
While the Marketplace does not

MAINE COMMUNITY UNION

L..AMPUS CALENDAR
Thursday, Feb. 3, 2005
Aerobic class
A Pilates Class will be held from
4:30 to 5:30 p.m. in Lengyel Gym.
For more information contact Thad
Dwyer on FirstClass.
Aerobic class
A toning class will be held from 4
to 4:30 p.m. in Lengyel Gym. For
more information contact Thad
Dwyer on FirstClass.

Bound-UM Outdoor Education
Center from 3to 5 p.m. Cost is $15.
For more information contact Paul
Stem at 581-1794.
Hubble Vision 2
A planetarium show will be held
at 7 p.m. at Wingate Hall Jordan
Planetarium.
For more information contact
Alan Davenport at 581-1341.
Saturday, Feb. 5, 2005

Bible study
The Wilson Center will host a
Bible study from 10 to 11 p.m. For
more information contact Rev.
Tirnoth Sylvia at 866-4227 or on
FirstClass.

Ice climbing
A women-only introductory
course to ice climbing will be held at
the MaineBound-UM Outdoor
Education Center. Cost is $45. For
more information contact Paul
Stem at 581-1794

"At the River I Stand"
A film viewing followed by facilitated discussion will be held by
MPAC from 7 to 9 p.m. in 110 Little
Hall. For more information contact
Doug Allen at 581-3860 or on
FirstClass.

Intermediate skate skiing
Tune up your skills at the Maine
Bound-UM Outdoor Education
Center. Cost is $15. For more information contact Paul Stem at 5811794.

Lecture series
A lecture titled 'The Palestinian
Israeli Conflict Since Arafat" by Alex
Grab will be held from 12:30 to 1:45
p.m. in Memorial Union's Bangor
Lounge. For more information contact Brenda Collamore at 581-3866.
Friday, Feb. 4, 2005
Aquacize class
An Aguacize class will be held
from 5:45 to 6.45 a.m. in the
Memorial Gymnasium Wallace
Pool. For more information contact
Thad Dwyer on FirstClass.
Bible study
The Wilson Center will host a
bible study from 11 a.m. to noon.
For more information contact Rev.
limoth Sylvia at 866-4227 or on
FirstClaRs.
Marine Sciences seminar
Seminar by Dan Sandweiss and
Kirk Maasch will be held at 11 a.m.
at 354 Aubert Hall. For more information call 581-4381.
Cross country skiing
Ski trip will begin at the Maine

Corrections
In the Jan. 24 issue of The
Maine Campus, the headline for
the Orono grant story should
have read: "Orono applies for
police station upgrade grant."
In the Jan. 31 issue,

Sunday, Feb.6,2005
Skiing for Women
All ages and skill levels are welcome. Session will be held at the
Outdoor
Maine
Bound-UM
Education Center. Cost is $5. For
more information contact Paul
Stem at 581.1794
Worship service
The Wilson Center will host the
service from 6 to 8 p.m. For more
information contact Rev. Timoth
Sylvia at 866-4227 or on FirstClass.
Submitting infonnation
Submissions for The Maine
Campus Community Calendar
are free, and can be sent on
FirstClass to Diana McElwain or
dropped off in The Maine
Campus office, located in the
basement of Memorial Union.
Please include all the important
information about your event
Deadlines for submissions are 9
am. Sunday for Monday publication and 9 a.m. Wednesday for
Thursday publication. First priority will be given to events that
directly affect university students.

"Shoplifting is an
issue that occurs at all
retail establishments.
UMaine is not an
exception by any
means.,,

generally make such large-scale
donations, Lewis said the UMaine
community as a whole is still affected by every theft that occurs there.
"We really do want to give products at a reasonable price," Lewis
said.
Ed Nase, director of Dining
Services, said that if theft occurs,
generally it is the consumer who
must make up for it.
"Theft costs everyone," he said.
Lewis said there are many forms
of theft that some may not recognize.
Some may eat prior to paying and
forget about the product they ate,
even if it is not intentional. She also
said that products with a price determined by weight cannot be consumed prior to purchase.
"When you consume, there's no
evidence of concealment, the product is just gone," Lewis said. "The
truth is it needs to not happen."
Lewis encourages students to
recognize the proper entrances and
exits to avoid appearing suspicious.
"We can't determine if someone
has already paid and I don't like
approaching people and asking if
that's paid for, we just like to see people exiting and entering the
Marketplace appropriately," she said.
March said he acknowledges that
theft at these two locations may not
be wiped out entirely, but he wants to
encourage all members of the community to realize that it comes at a
price.
"The word is out that [the
Marketplace and Bookstore] are an
easy mark for theft," March said.
"This will change."

Contact Melissa Armes or Sarah Bigney on
FirstClass.

Maeghan Narmre was the
author of the story on extraterrestrial life.
The Maine Campus strives
to have an accurate and
informative paper. If you
notice that we have made an
error, please contact the appropriate section editor.

a 0,
find a great gift for that special someone
at the University Bookstore!

gektuavy84— 14

sidenti.P.,,crnvichandis
Valentine's Books 25% off!

Now you can make seven years of study equal to six with the 3+3 Program.
This unique program provides students with the opportunity to complete the
BS degree and the Doctor of Chiropractic degree in one year less than the
usual time.
Here's how it works - You will study for three years at the UME - Orono —
Then be admitted to the Doctor of Chiropractic Program at
Logan College. Your first year of study in the DC program also counts
as your senior year of undergraduate study. After completing the
first year at Logan, you will receive the bachelor's degree from
the University of Maine Orono. You have now saved a year
of time and expense in this unique dual degree program!
Logan College of Chiropractic gives you the skills to help
patients get well through non-invasive healthcare while
preparing you to earn a substantial income commensurate
with your position as a Doctor of Chiropractic.
Most DC's work in a private practice setting,
providing time for family and other important quality
of life priorities.
Contact Logan College at 1-800-533-9210 or at
loganadm@logan.edu to receive an information
packet describing the fastest growing health
profession in the world. You can also visit our
website at www.logan.edu.

Logan
College•oi•Chiropractie

1-800-533-9210
For more infirmation, call 581-1700.

www.logan.edu * loganadm@logan.edu
1651 S,h0fAtIcer Rd Chc,tPrfield (St I

outs

area1 MC) 63017
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University student to intern with Sen. Olympia Snowe
By Melanie Morin
For The Maine Campus
How much can hands-on experience at the nation's capital teach you
about politics?
Matthew Hunter, a third-year
University of Maine student pursuing a double major in political science and history, has made the trip to
find out. Hunter has received a congressional internship working in Sen.
Olympia Snowe's Washington, D.C.
office. Hunter said the internship
would help him choose a career path.
"I've always been interested in
politics," Hunter said."This is a good

experience to see if it's something I
really want to do."
Hunter was chosen by the political science department through a
competitive application and interview process. Richard Powell, a
UMaine political science professor,
helped in making the decision. He
said the department was looking for a
junior or senior of any major who
was successful academically, and
who was independent and enthusiastic.
"Matt is a great political science
student:' Powell said. "He has a
strong academic record, he's professional, and has great communication

READ ON —
Author
Jennifer
Boylan reads
an excerpt
from her book
"She's not
there" to a
packed,
standingroom only
audience in
the Bangor
Room on
Tuesday.
Boylan talked
about the
experience of
undergoing a
sex-change
operation, and
becoming a
female after
growing up a
male.

skills."
This is Hunter's first internship,
and he said he was very surprised
and very happy to have been chosen.
The paid internship is for the
entire spring semester and will provide Hunter with nine college credits.
Hunter said he had been to
Washington, D.C. only once for a
brief time before he made the move
for the internship.
"I wasn't sure what to expect,"
Hunter said."It's exciting."
Powell helped Hunter find living
quarters at the Boston University
Washington Center. Hunter said it's a
cross between a dorm and an apart-

BOYLAN
From Page 1

CAMPUS PHOTO BY

"I never read that chapter. It
takes me to a very vulnerable
place. It focuses in on the tremendous pain and suffering that transsexual people go through," she
said.
Boylan said that she did not
want anyone to think that all stories about transsexuals ended so
tragically.
"It's possible to survive this
condition ... most of us go on to
live lives that are full and joyful,"
she said.
She said that not only did she
survive her experience, she was
grateful for having it.
"I feel lucky to be born transsexual. It sounds nutty, but I've
been able to view the worlds of
men and women up close," she
said.
Boylan said that the support

STEVEN KNAPP

that she has received has made the

ment and that while it isn't cheap,it's around the office a few times and has
a lot less expensive than other places become well acquainted with the
in D.C. Hunter shares the living other people he works with.
"I haven't met an aid or staffer I
space with two roommates.
liked yet," he said.
haven't
Hunter said he has primarily been
aspect of the internship
Another
gets
he
until
doing secretarial work
he has enjoyed is spotsaid
Hunter
t
environmen
the
to
accustomed
more
ofthe office. He said he would like to ting people he's seen on television,
do a special research project con- like Senator John McCain,whom he
cerning Social Security,since he sees saw in an elevator.
Past interns have returned to be
it continuing to be a very important
workers at the offices in
full-time
issue.
"I was to get as involved as possi- which they interned or at offices in
other locations. Hunter said while
ble:' Hunter said.
Though a formal meeting with this is a possibility, he would like to
Sett. Snowe,R — Maine,has not yet
See INTERN on Page 6
occurred,Hunter said he has seen her
experience that much better.
"More often than not,I've been
overwhelmed by support. Not just
by liberal professors, but by normal people from your Maine
home town," she said.
The talk closed with questions
from the audience, which Boylan
said she was happy to answer.
"I always like the question and
answer part better ... you can ask
me anything, don't be embarrassed," she said.
She then ran back and forth to
meet her questioners, describing
experiences such as the process
she underwent before having a
sex-change operation., Boylan said
she first went through therapy,
then began taking hormones. She
cautioned the audience about their
danger, and their efficiency.
"Estrogen can be very dangerous," she said."The hormones did
what you see here."
Boylan said the next step was a
"real life test," where a person had
to live as the new gender for one
year with no exceptions.

"You can't go back to being a
guy to fix your car or something,"
she said.
At the end of this process,
Boylan underwent a sex change
operation. However, she said that
she remained basically the same
person inside.
"There's some things I'm never
going to learn how to do," she
said."Like a French braid."
She said that the process was a
slow one,and she had to deal with
many details such as a name
change.
It's difficult to change your
name halfway through life. I'd sit
there with one of those name your
baby books," she said. "I kept
going back to Jenny."
Boylan said that while they
may seem unusual, her obstacles
were similar to the problems that
all people must deal with.
"You will have a moment that
you will have to make a decision
that is difficult," She said."I found
that with the gift of family,friends
and love I could do it."

UNIVERSITY OF MAINE STUDENTS:
WRITE FOR PEACE & WIN $500.00
/ The Elizabeth A. Morris
Peacemaker Award: 2005

ANNOUNCING THE 2005
DOROTHY CLAFtKE WILSON
-PEACE WRITING COMPETITION-

Dear University of Maine Faculty and Staff,
This is a request for nominations for the Elizabeth A. Morris
Peacemaker Award,which we present each year through The Wilson
Center. Some may recall that Elizabeth Morris was the chaplain here some
years ago. In 1993,she lost her life in a tragic car accident on the Maine
Turnpike. Elizabeth Morris was a wonderful, caring person, and a force for
life, goodwill, and peace in the University of Maine community. It is fitting
that we honor her memory in this special way, with the Elizabeth A. Morris
Peacemaker Aware each spring.
This award recognizes undergraduate students at the University of
Maine who have contributed active efforts and leadership, however quietly,
to the promotion of peace in the community. Activism might include
advancing the goals of social justice and nonviolence, promoting conflict
resolution through dialogue or negotiation, contributing to programs
assisting the poor or homeless, involvement in efforts to protect the
environment, or similar efforts that exemplify the things that make for peace.
Please consider nominating one or more students that you work with
currently, or have worked with in the past. Also, please ask your colleagues
if they would like to nominate other students as well. The nomination form
is on the reverse side of this letter.
This award will be made May I. 2005 from 3-51).1u. at the Wilson Center.
For more information or additional forms, please contact:
Timoth Sylvia, Campus Minister at the Wilson Center,866-4227,
or James Varner, Committee Chairman,827-4493.
NOMINATION DUE DATE: April 1,2005
Please submit to James Varner, Awards Committee Chairman,
Wilson Center,67 College Avenue, Orono, ME.04473.

Dorothy Clarke Wilson of Orono, Maine was an internationally known peacemaker who was committed to research and writing on social issues and world peace.
To encourage today's University of Maine students to share in that commitment,
Dorothy Clarke Wilson established a $500.00 annual aware for the most compelling
written work on a peace-related topic. This competition is open to all University Of
Maine students.(Previous award winners are not eligible.)
Topic for 2005: In 1963, Martin Luther King, Jr., wrote: "Darkness cannot drive
out darkness; only light can do that. Hate cannot drive out hate: only love can do
that. Hate multiplies hate, violence multiplies violence, and toughness multiplies
begetting hate, wars producing more wars—must be broken, or we shall be plunged
into the dark abyss of annihilation." How can we apply this philosophy of nonviolence today?
Manuscripts should
Format: Fiction, nonfiction, drama, poetry, essay or editorial.
words. The manu750
ely
approximat
and
be standard format, typed, double-spaced,
name, local
script must include a detachable cover sheet containing: student's full
the first
on
appear
address, phone. email, class, title of entry (which should also
May 1st,
on
held
be
to
page of the entry). The award will be presented at an event
2005 from 3-5pm at the Wilson Center.
The selection
Evaluation Criteria: Both substance and structure are important.
, thoughtfuloriginality
insight,
of:
areas
the
in
interested
committee is especially
ness, as well as quality of writing.
Due Date: April I, 2005
Chairman
Please submit entry to: James Varner, Awards Committee
04473
ME
Orono,
Ave,
College
Wilson Center, 67
at the Wilsoii
For more information, please contact Timoth Sylvia, Campus Minister
827-4493.
Chairman,
Committee
Awards
Center, 866-4227, or James Varner.
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LUNCH
From Page 1
studies at the University of
Maine.
"The purpose of my
research is to get in contact
with Peruvian woman in
Maine," Sandweiss said. She
explained that there are
approximately
234,000
Peruvians living in the United
States.
"When we come here we
live in Florida or New Jersey,"
she said. There are around
2,300 Peruvians living in
Maine," she said.
Sandweiss spent time discussing the particular geography, climate and culture of her
native homeland to help the
audience understand more an
immigrant's point of view.
"Peru keeps a long tradition
in maintaining archaeology
places," she said. Sandweiss
also noted that the country is
divided into three geographic
zones, and that depending on
which zone you are from, it
makes it difficult to adjust to
the Maine climate.
"When we come here, we
have a difficult climate," she
said. "In Peru we have maybe
zero degrees, but not negative
50 degrees."
According to Sandweiss,
when immigrants come to
Maine, or for that matter, any
American state, they have a
tough time integrating themselves into the cultural environment. Immigrants must
acclimate themselves, and a
university is a perfect setting
for such a transition.
"When we come here we
can't be ostracized," she said.
"We need to learn the language; we need to learn the
culture. Here in the university
we have good resources for
learning grants to reach out."
Another problem Sandweiss
said immigrants face is the
cultural pull in both directions.
On one hand, immigrants want
to adjust to their new
American way of life, but on
the other hand they still yearn

THE MAINE CAMPUS
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and long for their homeland,
where things came easier to
them.
"We are not from Peru anymore, we are not from the US,"
Sandweiss said. "We are from
both."
Next to speak at the lunch
was Caterina Anderson, an
undergraduate student of international affairs and anthropology and the daughter of an
Italian immigrant. She spoke
on the plight of refugees
worldwide, focusing specifically on Somalian refugees.
"Female refugees have a
particularly difficult time in
the conditions they're placed
in," she said. According to
Anderson, rape, violence and
infant mortality are just a few
of the problems they face.
However, the future is looking
brighter for some displaced
peoples.
"Something some people
don't realize about refugees is
CAMPUS PHOTO BY SARAH BIGNEY
that they can apply for resettlement to another country," LISTEN UP - Maria del Carmen Sandweiss spoke about Peruvian immigration at
Anderson said. She noted that Wednesday's Women in the Curriculum speech in the Bangor Room of Memorial Union.
the average stay in a refugee
camp is about 5 to 7 years and
most do eventually make it out,
either to Europe or the United
States.
"The United States accepts
refugees at a higher rate [than
other countries]," Anderson
said.
Anderson noted that Maine
Catholic Charities works to
ensure that immigrants, especially females, are treated with
the care and compassion they
deserve. The charities work
with the government to distribute the guaranteed eight
Write for
months of federal aid each
T{L
immigrant is entitled by law to
receive.
A
"Most people are working
and able to support themselves
News section.
after four months," Anderson
Scheyder on First Class or by
Ernest
Contact
said.
phone
at
58.1-1270 for details.
Anderson closed her speech
discussing
she
had
a
talk
by
with two immigrant women
from Somalia who are now living in Maine. She said that
while they experienced hardship, they both realize that the
immigrant experience led them
to a wonderful place.

Join the
gang

IEI seeks hosts for visiting
Japanese high school students
By Katrina Jones
For The Maine Campus
The
Intensive
English
Institute at the University of
Maine will be teaching
Japanese high school students
English for three weeks.
"All of the students coming
are high school students who
want to learn the English language, experience the United
States through a cultural
and experience
exchange
American culture and traditions both at school and
through a community environment with their host families,"
said Nicole Myers, an administrative associate of the
Intensive English Institute.
The students from Hirosaki,
Japan will be arriving in Maine
on Feb. 19 and staying until
March 12. The group will consist of 22 students and one
teacher.
The Japanese students will

study English intensely from 8
a.m. to noon Monday through
Thursday. The students will be
living with host families in the
Orono and Bangor areas. The
Intensive English Institute has
placed 14 of the 22 students
with host families, but eight
more students still need host
families. Each family will
receive $425.00 from the students for transportation fees
and food. There is a shortage
of host families, said Myers.
"For anyone who would be
interested in hosting a student
for three weeks ... we are having a meeting about this home
stay program on Feb. 4 at 5:30
p.m. at the Intensive English
Institute in Hannibal Hamlin
Hall in room 108," she said.
"We are excited to have the
student's come to Maine,
because we learn from international students as much as they
Julianne
learn from us,"
Graham, an MI said.

THURSDAY:.50 cent well drinks, 4 - 9 p.m.
FRIDAY: Greek Night, free food from 4 - 9 p.m.

SATURDAY: Killa Karaoke
SUNDAY: Superbowl Party - Free food,
big screen, giveaways!
Located at

UNIVERSITY 5 College Ave, Orono
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U.S. soldiers opposed to Iraq war seek refuge in Canada
By Cara Buckley
Knight Ridder
Newspapers
Jeremy Hinzman, paratrooper-turned-Iraq war deserter, has
a lot in common with the thousands of Vietnam War-era draft
dodgers who poured into
Canada decades ago. Like
them, he sought asylum in a
country that did not support a
U.S. led conflict to avoid fighting what he deemed an illegal
war.
But the lean, eloquent South
Dakota native was not drafted.
He voluntarily enlisted in the
Army four years ago to "serve
a higher purpose" and have
college tuition paid.
Now, one year after fleeing
Fort Bragg, N.C., with his
young family only weeks ahead
of his platoon's deployment to
Iraq, Hinzman is waiting for a
Canadian tribunal to decide
whether he is a refugee for
refusing to fight. Hinzman's
hearing was held in December,
and a decision is expected next
month.
"It seems preposterous, that
I'm a refugee claimant from
the U.S.," Hinzman, 26, conceded one recent bright, icy
winter day near his Toronto
home.
"But just because you sign a
contract, it doesn't mean that
your moral self becomes static.
They even tell you that in basic
training: that if you're given an
illegal order you're not to obey

it," he said. "I think this whole
war is illegal, and that to take
part in it is being complicit in
something criminal."
Hinzman faces certain punishment if returned to the
United States: The FBI has a
federal warrant out for his
arrest. And in Fort Bragg, an
Army spokeswoman denounced
Hinzman's desertion as a "very
self-centered act" that put other
soldiers at risk.
"It goes against our values
and it degrades our unit's
readiness," Maj. Amy Hannah
said.
Hinzman is one of four
military
known American
Canada
to
fled
who
deserters
rather than go to war or face
jail terms, and the first of three
to apply for refugee status.
All four deserters insist they
were acting responsibly by
refusing orders they believed
to be wrong. They say, the Iraq
war is illegal because it was
preemptive and lacked backing
U.N. Security
the
from
Council, the very argument
Canada took when it refused to
join the United States in the
war.
But the deserters have found
uneasy sanctuary in Canada,
where most people oppose the
war but remain divided over
whether the deserters should be
allowed to stay.
Unlike the Vietnam era,
when an estimated 60,000 draft
dodgers were welcomed north,
Canada has not encouraged

deserters to seek asylum here.
While Hinzman enjoys widespread support from antiwar
activists and holdovers from
Vietnam — his own lawyer
dodged the draft — detractors
are quick to note that, unlike
Vietnam, this generation of
American troops voluntarily
signed up.
"Only in Canada would this
man get a day in court at all,
because no other country considers refugee claimants from
the United States," Margaret
Wente, a Globe and Mail
columnist, recently opined.
"But we're so nice we'll hear
anybody out."
Before Hinzman's hearing,
Canada's Immigration and
Refugee Board ruled that his
claim that the war was illegal
was not relevant to his case.
Instead, it will determine
whether he proved that he
would face social persecution
if sent home. Desertion is punishable in the United States by
up to five years in prison — or
death during times of war,
though recently convicted
deserters received relatively
light prison sentences of one
year.
"They have to show what
they're fleeing is some kind of
persecution rather than prosecution for having failed to live
up to their end of the bargain,"
said Charles Hawkins, a
Canada's
for
spokesman
refugee board.
Hinzman said he was willing
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to serve in the Army, he just did though so far, only four have
been known to do so. Desertion
not want to shoot anyone.
in general remain low: a
levels
After finishing boot camp
2,376 deserted last
of
total
82nd
the
in
and earning a place
to the Army,
according
year,
Hinzman
Division,
Airborne
underwent a crisis of con- down by half from 2001.
Should Hinzman's refugee
science of sorts. Though he was
fail in Canada, he plans
claim
trained to kill, he began questo the country's fedappeal
to
killing.
of
tioning the morality
Should that fail, too,
court.
eral
was
regiment
his
Just before
sent to Afghanistan, Hinzman he plans to seek citizenship on
tiled for conscientious objector humanitarian grounds.
felt I had made an effort
status. His application was turned
se," said Hinzman
compromi
to
down, he said, because he admitto flee the
decision
his
of
selfin
act
would
ted that he
defense if the camp was fired United States. "To go to jail for
refusing to take part in someupon.
"By that point, I thought all thing criminal, I don't know
violence was ultimately inef- what justice is being served.
fective and perpetuated more. It's hooligan's justice."
There are four known
violence," he said. "My only
regret in this whole saga is that American military deserters
I didn't strip out of my uniform who fled to Canada:
— Jeremy Hinzman, 26, of
right there."
Dakota. Applied for
South
Hinzman
later.
Eight months
returned home to his wife, Nga refugee status and a hearing
Nguyen, who was born in Laos was held in December. Awaits
Canada's
from
to Vietnamese parents, and ruling
Refugee
and
on
Immigrati
the
their baby boy, Liam. After
Board.
the
Iraq,
invaded
United States
— Pvt. Brandon Hughey, 19,
couple, who sporadically studied Buddhism and attended a Texan. Applied for refugee
Quaker meetings, began con- status and is awaiting a hearsidering their options, knowing ing.
— David Sanders, 20, a
Hinzman's regiment would
Navy cryptologist who was stainevitably be sent out.
And so, one year ago, the tioned in Pensacola. Applied
couple drove through the night for refugee status and is awaitto Toronto, where a Quaker ing a hearing.
— Daniel Felushko, 24, a
family took them in.
After Hinzman resurfaced in Marine who deserted in
Canada, observers predicted California. He has dual U.S.that thousands of dissenting Canadian citizenship and does
soldiers would follow suit, not need to file a claim.
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MPAC film series
talks human rights
By Samantha White
For The Maine Campus
Last week's Maine Peace
Action Committee film series
proved that the human rights
leaders of yesterday can still
lead us into the future. MPAC
hosts these films every Tuesday
at 7:00 p.m. in 110 Little Hall.
The president of MPAC, Anne
Sweeney, a double major in
nursing and psychology, said
the films had many purposes.
"The film series have been a
tradition for awhile. They are
meant for educating, raising
questions, trying to build a
foundation for a peace movement. They are not just a history lesson," Sweeney said.
The film series, entitled "A
Force More Powerful," went
along with Human Rights
Awareness week, along with
several other events on campus.
The half-hour of the film
focused on sit-ins and the Civil
Rights Movement in the south,
particularly in Nashville, during the 1960s. The point of the
film was to stress that violence
can be fought with non-violence. A speaker in the film
pointed out that many people
believe that non-violence
means that "when you get hit,
you turn the other cheek.
There's another purpose; to win
the person over."
The next part of the film was
about Mahatma Gandhi and the
Salt March. The point of this
segment was to stress that nonviolence was about much more
than doing nothing. Gandhi's
methods of fighting violence
brought up the controversial
topic of the war in Iraq. A person in the audience asked how
America could protest the war
while actually accomplishing
something. While most agreed
that sitting in at Sens. Olympia
Snowe and Susan Collins'
offices was a good approach, it
was not going to accomplish
anything in regards to Iraq, as

the sit-ins in the 60's did to
fight segregation in the south.
MPAC's Vice President Jeff
Lowell, a graduate student concentrating in political science,
said that it is far too late to
protest the actual act of being
in Iraq.
"We need to be working on
non-violent ways [of resolution], not be working on getting
out of Iraq. You can use violence to knock someone down,
but they will be back up in five
minutes," Sweeney said. "And
then they'll be plotting ways to
knock you down."
Doug Allen, who advises
MPAC and who has written
several articles about the
impression Gandhi would have
on Iraq, pointed out examples
of this.
"Gandhi was big on means
and ends. Your means have to
be as pure as your ends. You
can't use violent means for a
peaceful end. You can't use terror to overturn terror." Allen
said America has a major flaw
in how it fights terrorism.
"Gandhi never said they [the
terrorists] were cowards. Many
terrorists he knew had big
ideas, they were patriotic, cared
about freedom, and were very
courageous."
He said if one looks at the
relationship between British
and the colonization of India
and America and the war in
Iraq, the similarities are numerous.
"Americans are the new
British. We have the answers,
and we want to remake the
world in our image." Allen
said. "Gandhi was always
learning from other people."
Allen points out another
flaw in the U.S. policy that
Gandhi would be critical of.
"You can't lie. We made up
the story about Al-Qaeda just so
we could use violence in terror —
now there's more violence.
See MPAC on Page 7
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GOAAAL! — Nick Ditto, right, and David Hunt celebrate a goal in SuperChexx at e-Sports
Arcade in the Union. Wednesday featured tournaments and tunes, including a live broadcast by WMEB all day, free soda and popcorn, prizes and free T-shirts and lanyards.

INTERN
From Page 3
be a politician himself someday.
Powell, who has been
involved in the internship process
for four years, said there haven't
been any problems yet and that
it's a wonderful opportunity.
"They get to see how government
operates up close and learn what

they're not able to in their classes,"
he said.
Another student from Maine,
Patrick Kenney, was also chosen
as an intern in Snowe's office.
Kenney is a senior from the
University of Southern Maine
with a double major in political
science and mathematics
In a recent press release, Sen.
Snowe said the internship was
not only beneficial to the students, but to her office and the
entire state of Maine.

"I am pleased to offer this
opportunity to students from
Maine like Matthew and
Patrick," Snowe said. "The
experience they gain working in
a congressional office could
prove invaluable to their futures
and provide them with a greater
understanding of our political
process. I thank them for coming to Washington for the
semester as their hard work and
dedication will help me better
serve the people of Maine."
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The Quinnipiac University School of Business
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Sheila Wycinowski, Director of Curriculum
and Staff Development at Amity High
School, explains, "Basically we look to hire
Quinnipiac students. They have a clear
understanding of lesson planning and
classroom management and the balance
between them." She also characterizes
Quinnipiac students as articulate, creative,
able to encourage higher-level thinking
in students, and able to incorporate
technology into their teaching.

Quinnipiac University offers graduate programs
in 17 distinct disciplines. Whether you are interested
in our AACSB nationally accredited business
program, the Master of Arts in Teaching (MAT)
Program or one of the Northeast's most highly
regarded journalism and interactive communications
programs, all have been designed to thoroughly
prepare you for a professional career. For more
information, call 1-800-462-1944 or visit
www.quinnipiac.edu.

QUINNIPIAC UNIVERSITY
Hamden, Connecticut
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Wilde Stein speaks to senate

MPAC
From Page 6
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them. It is much easier to fight
with non-violence when it is
not thought of on a personal
level.
Another topic of discussion
was what America can do to
fight non-violently. Allen said
that most students are interested in anti-war movements, but
most are cynical. Allen said
that something positive can be
done.
March 19 will mark the twoyear anniversary of the beginning of the war in Iraq. On this
day, protesters will go to the
Maine Senator's office pleading with them to oppose the bill
that will give $8 billion to the
efforts in Iraq. Many people
believe that this is a most effective way to fight with non-violence, proving that non-violence is a lot more than doing
nothing.
People wishing to get
involved with the activities of
the MPAC can attend weekly
meetings every Tuesday at 4:30
in The Maples.
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A warm
welcome for
Boylan
It's not often that the word
"tolerance" is thought of in conjunction with college students.
As accepting as a college campus
can be, there still exists a small
but vocal group that often sounds
out with a collective voice that is
louder than the competing voice
of reason. It's ironic that an institution harboring so much diversity can be a center for intolerance
and the perpetuation of stereotypes of bigotry.
The Maine Campus commends the students of The
University of Maine for not
falling prey to attitudes of intolerance in welcoming guest
speaker Jenny Boylan to our
campus. More than that,students
and residents in the community
extended a warm welcome to
Boylan on this, her second visit.
Too often, individuals with
alternative lifestyles or those
who have to deal with issues that
have a stigma attached — as in
Boylan's case — are ostracized
socially. The negative social
attention garnered by people who
deal with unpopular and unglamorous life issues often complicate
their dealing with those issues.
Way to go,students and community members, for displaying
compassion and the willingness
to learn from someone who has
travelled a different path through
life.

Provide an
atmosphere for
culture change
month
the
Later
this
University of Maine will take
part in a cultural exchange in
which 22 Japanese students will
stay in the Old Town and
Bangor area and will learn about
American culture and language,
as reported in today's issue of
The Maine Campus. It's nice to
see the university take part in a
program that encourages crosscultural learning.
A few homes have opened
their doors and their hearts to
our visitors from Japan. Yet
more students still need temporary homes for the duration of
their stay in not only our country, but our community.
Hopefully, more local area
families will welcome these students into their homes for what
is bound to be an enganging and
profound experience for the students from abroad.
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It's not all
Bush's fault
PAUL
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trainee, finance, corporate sales,
banking or marketing opportunities. There are still interview times
available for many of these companies; contact the Career Center to
find out how to sign up for interviews.

ment store chains in the country
with a variety of career opportunities. They will be conducting formal interviews on-campus Feb.
15th.
Circuit City: The finance positions offered with this employer are

Kohl's Deparment Stores:
These are not retail clerk positions.

based at their corporate headquar-

The
week
following
President Bush's inauguration
has provided many an interesting read. Regarding the past
few editorials, I seem to have
missed the memo that Bush
wasn't a democratically elected
official. I did not realize that he
was actually a dictator of a
police state, seeking to expand
his influence so he could enjoy
what he holds most dear —
power.
Let me get something
straight: The war in Iraq,
Afghanistan, the pressure on
Iran and Syria — he's doing all
of this so he can just be a bit
more powerful in the world?
After all is said and done,
how will he enjoy this power?
The president is only in office
for four more years — after
that, he's gone. He can't serve
any more terms. He can't
amend the constitution, either,
to do so. There are no loopholes. He cannot and will not be
able to enjoy any of the socalled "power" that Michael
Rocque thinks the president is
so determined to accumulate.
He is not some Greek conqueror seeking land and status,
nor is he a former despot of a
certain country that had suffered through several wars in a
struggle for power. Such accusations are baseless rhetoric
used in conjunction with the
draft scare.
As for Iran —if we get into a
war, they will fight with the
United States the way Iraq has
been fighting the U.S. military
occupation. Iran has been documented sending out not only
cash and weapons but also
jihadists and suicide bombers.
They have a sketchy nuclear
program. They have a massive
list of human rights abuses, and

Kohl's is one of the largest depart-

See LETTERS on Page 9

See IRAN on Page 9

Medicare's not-so-solid move
Health plan would cover erectile medication by 2006
The tax season is well underway — that fun time of year
where working college students
like myself shell out a portion,
albeit a small one, of their
income to the government for
things like Medicare. While I
don't pay much for Medicare
now, I know I will be when I
graduate and am out in the
workforce full time. I also know
that when I'm old and gray I
may be able to get Medicare

costs of Viagra. A con that
comes to mind is that we can't
possibly afford to pay for all the
millions of baby boomers who
may take Medicare up on their
offer.
A pro is that this may not

PRODUCTION MANAGER

benefits.
Unless, of course, Medicare
crumbles, which may become
more likely when Medicare's
new prescription drug plan goes

for grandpa to get wood again.
I must admit that when I first
heard about this, I thought it
was a little ridiculous. I know
that as a woman, I can't fully
understand the distress and
embarrassment of erectile dysfunction, but the thought of
spending a portion of my hard

into effect in 2006. Under this
new prescription drug plan, the
wildly popular erectile dysfunction drug Viagra will be covered. This means taxpayers like
you and I will be helping to pay

earned money so elderly men
can start, as the ever-smiling
Bob would say, living large"
once again does irk me a bit.
There are pros and cons to
Medicare covering some of the

necessarily be a problem. In
order for Medicare to help cover
the costs of any prescription, it
has to be medically necessary.
According to a spokes person
from Medicare, it's likely that
only a small percentage of
Viagra users would qualify for
the coverage.
Another pro is that some doctors believe this might help
attract men to visit their doctor
who otherwise may not seek the
appropriate regular checkups.
Appearently when Bush
See MEDICARE on Page 9

Letters to the Editor
•To be fair,The Career Center
clarifies

Please allow me to correct the
misperception in an editorial [The
Maine Campus, Jan. 27Ithat the
only jobs available for University
of Maine business majors at the
recent Canter Fair were for retail
clerks. Here is a fist of employers
offering
either
management
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this plan will eventually cover
and where the line will be drawn
on publicly funded endeavors
such as this one.
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signed this new
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years
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two
benefit
law
into
plan
I myself have some doubts. I
there was no real discussion
from Congress as to what drugs guess we can only hope that
would be covered. This blanket people on either side of the issue
bureaucracy should not be so don't get stiffed.
through
passed
Katie Moreau is a senior new
quickly
Congress. Who knows what else media major.

MEDICARE

IRAN
From Page 8
their government is far from
being the pristine political system millions of Iran's citizens
wish to have.
If we ever enter their country with our military force,
they will do the same thing
they have done in Iraq. Their
entire army will shed their uniform for civilian clothes. They
will resort to using innocent
civilians as human shields,
cause as many civilian casualties as possible and then sit
back and watch us get stuck
with violations of the Geneva
Convention. And if they happen to fully develop nuclear
weapons, completely defying
the United Nations' mandates
preventing them from doing so,

LETTERS
From Pageters in Richmond Va. They will be
interviewing on campus on Feb.
17th.
Cintas: The country's largest
uniform and workplace equipment
suppliers. Their management
trainee program allows the new
hire to experience all facets of the
company's operations and be in a
position to choose a facet of the
company's operations for which he
or she is most suited for the long
term.
Bangor Savings Bank: A wonderful supporter of UMaine and its
graduates. The representative from
Bangor Savings serves on the
Career Center's advisory board.
This is a well-respected institution
with great career opportunities.
Unicel: Another great Maine
company with over one thousand
employees in 14 states.
Hammford: A huge company
with management, marketing and
finance career opportunities for
which baggers with a high school
diploma can never qualify. They are
interviewing on-campus Feb. 16.
Enterprise: Ask the UMaine
grads already employed there about
their career success and they will be
happy to let you know what great
career opportunities exist with this
company in its offices nationwide.
They will be at UMaine for interviewing on Feb. 16.
Citigroup: It's a real coup for
UMaine that Citigroup attends our
Career Fair. This is one of the
largest financial management companies in the world.
Its Portland office is located
right in the Old Port and its
recruiting representative is very
excited about hiring UMaine
grads. Openings for Citigroup are
posted in our Job Listings database on the Career Center
Website.
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they won't hesitate to drop
them on everyone around them.
How could this war be considered immoral? Iran is a
nation controlled by a heavily
repressive theocratic regime,
meddling in the events and
attempting to instigate an
unwanted civil war in its neighbor and has willingly supported
and funded the deaths of innocents throughout the world. If
moral diplomacy fails, what
options are left that would be
considered moral?
Another war in the Middle
East is a gruesome possibility
we all have to accept and consider. Our grandparents had
World War II and Korea, our
parents had Vietnam, and sadly,
we get the world's latest trouble
spot. The Middle East is our
generation's war.
Paul Goodman is a freshman
new media major.

Nursing, Natural Resources and
Human Services were also well
represented, although there were
some cancellations due. to the
storm that oecured south of Maine
that day.
With regard to journalism,
English, history, art, philosphy
and other liberal arts majors,
please understand that employers
in the fields of newspaper writing, book and magazine publishing and museum management do
not have to attend college career
fairs to find the applicants they
need to fill positions. For all the
UMaine alumni employed in
these fields — and there are
many — you will not find their
firms spending the time and
money to prospect for job applicants at career fairs when they
receive all the unsolicited
resumes they could ever need
daily, by e-mail and postal service. For these students,the Career
Center offers a series of Job
Search workshops tailored to
help students make connections
between their majors and these
desirable but hard-to-come by
career opportunities. The dates
for this semester are:
Careers for Psychology Majors:
Mon. Feb. 7 at 12:30 p.m.
Careers for English Majors:
Mon. Feb.7 at 2:10 p.m.
Careers for Anthropology &
Sociology Majors: Wed.Feb. 10 at
12:00 p.m.
Environmental Careers: Thurs.
Feb. 10 at 12:00 p.m.
Careers for History Majors:
Wed.Feb. 16 at 3:10 p.m.
These workshops will also be
available via videotape if you are
unable to attend a live presentation.
We also offer workshops on other
topics. Call the Career Center at
581-1359 for more details or for an
individual appointment with a
career counselor to plan your
career path.
Cathy Marquez, Assistant
Director for Employer Relations

Super Bowl's a Sunday blessing
One doesn't have be a football fan to enjoy the game
The New England Patriots
earned a ticket to Super Bowl
)(XXIX two Sundays ago by dominating the Pittsburgh Steelers like
no team had done all year. Nervous
and elated with anticipation, I am
counting down the days to February
6. There's nothing quite like watching my favorite team playing during
the breaks between commercials
and Paul McCartney's half time performance — they took no chances
with wardrobe malfunctions while
organizing this year's show. But of
course,I watch the game regardless
of whether the Pats are establishing
their dynasty status or not.
Everybody watches the game,even
if they don't know anything about
football. That's because the Super
Bowl is about so much more than
football — it's a celebration of the
American way of life. We all think
of Super Sunday as a national holiday, and in many ways it is the
national holiday. It's as if the consumerism of Christmas, the gluttony of Thanksgiving and the
nationalism of the Fourth of July
were mixed into one heaping pile of
hedonism. Delicious.
Competition is at the heart of
the American way of life, from
open markets to Manifest Destiny.
The Super Bowl is a showcase of
competition in football — the
most American sport. It's the only
sport left that we don't get beat in.
It's also our most violent team
game:
• it simulates war like few
t,
other athletic events. There's the
territory,
advanafft417ifei—enerny
the aerial strikes, even the blitz —
German
the
after
named
"blitzkrieg" — and of course, the
game is physically violent. It's a
game as uniquely ours as military
supremacy.
Our biggest sporting event is,
quite simply,our biggest event.The

JOSHUA
KEEFE
FOR THE MAINE CAMPUS
playing and watching of sports has
displaced the church as the primary
means of social organization in this
country over the last thirty years.
Today's parents bring their kids to
soccer games and socialize while
the little monsters kick the shit out
of each other. Youth sporting events
are as much of a tradition on weekend mornings as going to church.
High school basketball and football
have the ability to captivate small
towns all across America. Parents
play sports with their kids as a way
to bond; kids become friends with
their teammates. It's society's dedication to sports that brings more
viewers to the Super Bowl than
other television programming all
year.
Because the Super Bowl is the
most-watched television event in
America, it has become the showcase for the best and most expensive television advertisements.
Many people watch the Super Bowl
for the commercials which is an
advertising firm's wet dream: An
event appreciated more for its corporate sponsorship than for the
event itself. Advertising is capitalism's call to prayer.The prayer itself
is the act of consumption,an activity which.people will dedicate their
day to on February 6.
Besides Thanksgiving, Super
Bowl Sunday is the biggest day for
food consumption,according to the
the
www.foodinstitute.com,
American Institute of Food
Distribution's Web site. Over 130
million Americans will watch the

game and in the process, increase
America's daily food intake,to 30.4
million pounds, 11 million pounds
in the form of potato chips. All in
all, Americans will spend a total of
$50 million on junk food,the staple
of the consumer culture. The very
concept of food with no nutritional
value — food that is actually detrimental to one's well-being, hence
junk, could only be the product of
our frenzied consumerism. Junk
food is a resource people don't need,
but desperately want, largely
because of advertising campaigns
like the ones started and immortalized during the Super Bowl. The
very concept of junk food is so
uniquely Western that it is an insult
to those starving thoughout the
world, who view food as the most
necessary natural resource and anything but junk.
This being said,on Feb.6 I will
consume large amounts of food
and drink, and none of it will be
anything that my body needs.I will
watch 110 men I have never met
try to win the most coveted trophy
in American sports. I will live and
die with every play, hoping beyond
hope that the men clad in blue and
white are successful. I will revel in
the competition and the bruising
and violent hits that the men on the
field are paid millions to administer. In between those hits I will
enjoy the most sophisticated and
entertaining salesmanship of all
time. I will sit myself down before
our country's most sacred altar —
the

television

—

and

1

will"'-

embrace the spectacle, the hedonism and the brainwashing that
comes with a simple game,a game
that pits the Eagles against the
Patriots. What could be more
American than that?
Joshua Keefe is an undeclared
sophomore.

Job hunting for dummies

literally

How to find employment with sub-par intelligence
It may come as a shock to you,
but I'd like to tell you that I'm not
really that bright of a person.
Surprising, eh? It's kind of like
hearing that professional wrestling
is fake. At any rate, while this subject may not mean all that much to
you, my intelligence,or lack thereof, is extremely important to me.
You see, someday I'm going to
have to get a real job, and as scary
a thought as that may be,it's something I readily think about. With all
of this being said, I worry that my
prospective employer will frown
upon my lack of brains. These
days,employers are looking for an
individual who is a go-getter or
who is highly intelligent. I, on the
other hand, once took a picture of
my own turd in the toilet simply
because it was gigantic. Seriously,
it made three loops around the
bowl — it was awesome.
However, after some major
brainstorming,I decided to compile
a list of occupations a stupid person,
such as myself, could get. I know
many of you smart people out there
may laugh at my list and that's ok
— to each his own — but at the
same time some of you should be
paying attention because you're in
the same dumbass boat I am.
First of all: A hip-hop emcee

TRAVIS
COWING
I 'Zik
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— don't snicker. I've been known
to melt a few microphones in my
day. I've been watching loads of
MTV and BET and I think I have
the whole rap game down. All I
have to do is rhyme a couple of
words and throw in the words
"bitch" or "bitches." Don't forget
to toss in a "boo-ya" at the end for
emphasis. For example: "I'm
kinda fat and I'm not real tan —
but bitches love my Dodge
Caravan. Boo-ya!" Also, if my
album does well maybe I can start
a "battle of words" like 50 Cent
and Ja Rule. Wouldn't it be hilarious to have a hip-hop war in
Maine? The drive-by shootings
would involve potato guns. I'd be
the first rapper to get a "spud
busted in my ass."
Or what about the guy who
brushes dirt off of supennodels'
asses during an island photo shoot.
I've dreamed of that job since childhood.Think about it: The only thing

between you and Heidi Klum's ass
is a tiny 4-inch brush. I figure that I
have ample experience in the field
because I spend countless hours
digging sand out of my own fat
crack after I get back from the
beach. That being said, I'm pretty
sure I could more than handle the
dirt on Tyra Banks' little fart rack.
Or maybe you should consider
being a fluffer on a porn set. I
have a friend who works in the
adult industry and he told me
recently that there is a growing
need for fluffers. I wasn't really
sure what a fluffer was, but my
friend informed me that a fluffer
goes around and fluffs the pillows
so the girls have something to lie
on during the scene. Hey,the way
I figure being a fluffer will give me
a perfect chance to meet hot porno
chicks. I just can't understand why
more guys aren't fluffers. Oh well,
more pillows for me.
I've gotta go, but I hope these
suggestions will aid in your job
hunt. And just remember: No
matter how stupid you are you
can always find a job — just ask
George W. Bush. Boo-yal
Travis Cowing is an enterprising young man who hides behind
a veil ofignorance to avoid being
ostracized.
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Rambling fool •

Rambling fool gets
serious. Page 14
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Bowling For Soup, American
Hi-Fl
7 p.m.
Thursday, Feb. 10
Maine Center for the Arts
$10
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"Lifeline," a
CD you might
not have heard
of. Page 13

EVERYTHING YOU NEED TO KNOW ABOUT TRANSFORMING YOUR LIVING
ROOM INTO THE PERFECT SUPER BOWL PARTY PAD

"Sense Is: The Annual Senior
Exhibition"
Through Thursday, Feb. 3
Carnegie Hall
Free
"Persian Impressions"
Through Friday, June 10
Hudson Museum
Free

ENTERTAINMENT
Karaoke
9 p.m.
Saturday, Jan. 29
Memorial Union
Free
Hubble Vision 2
7 p.m.
Friday, Feb. 4
Wingate Hall
Super Bowl Party
6 p.m.
Sunday, Feb. 6
Memorial Union
Free
Climbing Night
3 p.m. to 10 p.m.
Weekdays
MaineBound Outdoor
Education Center
$1

COMEDY
The Maine Event — Brian
Kaufman"
9 p.m.
Friday, Feb. 4
Memorial Union
Free
What's My Name Bingo
8 p.m.
Monday, Feb. 7
Memorial Union
Free
Bull's Comedy Parade
8 p.m.
Friday, Feb. 11
Ushuaia

THE

perfect

PIGSKIN
party

MOVIES
"Ray"
7:30 p.m and 9:30 p.m.
Friday, Feb. 4
Bangor Room, Union on
Friday
Free
"At the River I Stand"
7 p.m.
Thursday, Feb. 3
110 Little Hall
Free

BARS
College Night
9 p.m.
Thursdays
Bear Brew Pub
$1 Bear Brew beers
College Night
10 p.m.
Thursdays
Ushuaia
50-cent drinks
College Night
Thursdays
The Chocolate Grille
Half price entrees
If you would like an event
posted on the Style Calendar,
contact Matt Kearney on
FirstClass.
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By Kristin Saunders Editor in Chief
and Matt Kearney Style Editor

Upgrade the TV:
When you're rearranging the living room, make
s much fun as it can be to go out for the big game, sure to have the best possible television for the
the real way to enjoy the Super Bowl is from the
space. Your guests will be
comfort of your own home. There are a couple of
out of there quicker than a
key components to throwing a great Super Bowl
Janet Jackson halftime
party — accommodations, food and, of course, the game.
joke if you are watching
Clean up:
the game on television smaller than your buddy's computer
It won't matter how big your television is or how much
screen. By hosting a Super Bowl party people will be
food you have if your apartment, home or dorm is a pig sty,
expecting you have a decent-sized television, at least 27
no one will want to watch the first snap of the pigskin. The
inches or larger. If you can't find an adequate sized televifirst step in preparing to entertain for the Super Bowl is to
sion in your house and can't borrow one from a friend, there
do a thorough cleaning. I'm guessing that your mom hasn't
is always the option of renting from a rental company, like
stopped in lately to do any sort of major cleaning, so grab
Rent-A-Center. When you are playing the role of cable guy,
the vacuum and a dust rag.
don't forget the surround sound. The surround sound will
Sitting room:
make your guests feel like they are part of the game, and
After you have cleaned, it is time to maximize your
space. During the Super Bowl no one wants to end up on the you will be able to hear the crack of the pads when Rodney
Harrison lays out loudmouth Freddie Mitchell or the sound
floor, so furniture should be rearranged to make best use of
of Adam Vinatieri's potential game-winning field goal.
the seating. Collect all of your collapsible camping chairs to
Good grub:
create more seats. If you can't find enough, ask your guests
Your guests might not remember the seating, or how clean
to bring some with them. Another option is to borrow an
your apartment is or even the score of the game, but they will
extra couch or some chairs from your next-door neighbor, if
you have enough space in your living room — of course you remember the food. Every great party needs to have food
might then feel obligated to invite them to your party, which
See PARTY on Page 13
could be a bad thing, if they're a complete jackass.
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Don't be afraid to make Super Sunday an away game
The lowdown on the area's best places to watch the big game; fans get the chance to win multiple giveaways
By Matt Kearney
Syle Editor
If you don't feel like hosting a
Super Bowl party and you haven't
been invited to one, you always
have the option of going out to a
local bar or restaurant to enjoy the
game. The key to enjoying your
night out is find a balance
between accommodation, drinks
and food specials. If you're more
interested in watching the game
than drinking beer by the pitcher,
go to the bar or restaurant that
will have the most televisions, but
if you would rather concentrate
on drinking then having a good
view of a television, go wherever
is having the best deals on drinks.
Other aspects to consider include,
prizes, games, giveaways and
locality. If you plan to drink and
live near campus it might be better to stay in the area then take a
cab back from Bangor. Listed
below are some of the different
restaurants and bars in the Oronoarea that are offering specials for
Super Bowl Sunday.
Finger Rock, at Ushuaia, will
be open from 5 p.m. until after the
game. The bar will offer 42-inch
plasma televisions to watch the
game in HDTV. $2 pints, 25 cent
wings, half price appetizers and a
full menu will be offered before
and during the game.
Bear Brew, will be open from
5 p.m. to close and will feature
plenty of large screen televisions
on all three floors of the bar.
Along with various drink specials
it will also offer $1 Bud Light and
Bear Brew drafts. The bar will
feature many interactactive
aspects, including prizes and
giveaways of assorted football
paraphernalia.
"We will have plenty of televisions and plenty of space," said
owner Matt Haskell.
The Chocolate Grille, will
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PATRIOTS DAY — The Sports Arena is just one of the many
places in the greater Bangor area that make a wonderful
place to catch the Super Bowl. Drink specials, prizes and
giveaways make restaurants and bars the perfect alternative to watching at home.
offer a full-menu of Patriot named
food, including the Tom Brady
Burger and Bob Kraft Platter. The
restaurant will host a variety of
giveaways along with various
drink specials.
Room,
Main
Dining
Memorial Union, the Campus
Activities Board will host a Super
Bowl party starting at 6 p.m. The
party will include a big screen television to watch the game, free
snacks and give-aways. It's perfect for the student who doesn't

MUSICNEWS
Complied by
Aerin Raymond
Staff Writer
50 Cent has confirmed details of
his comeback single, "Candy
Shop."
The track,the first song to be lifted from his second album "The
Massacre," is released on March 21
by Interscope.
The album is the follow-up to the
multi-million selling "Get Rich Or
Die Tryin" and precedes the single
on Monday,March 7.
Speaking recently about the
song, the rapper said: "I think the
song itself is great. I attempted to be
as sexual as possible, from a male
perspective, without being vulgar or
obscene.I think that I did a greatjob
on it."
•
their
showcased
Coldplay
upcoming third album at a gig in
London last week.Chris Martin and
bandmate Will Champion previewed two songs from the new LP.
The pair, both playing acoustic guitars, debuted "A Message" after
kicking off with another new song,
simply referred to as "Track 12."
Martin told the audience: "The

point is, it's [the album] going to be
good. But don't judge it on what
you hear tonight because we're
playing 'Track 12', which is very
obscure, which is the only one we
can do at the moment."
As reported in Music Week,
"Track 12" was later described by
the singer as "our Johnny Cash
song",and is likely to be titled 'Till
Kingdom Come."
Coldplay have yet to complete
the follow-up to 2002's"A Rush Of
Blood To The Head."
Details of OutKast's next project, a full-length feature film, have
emerged. The Atlanta duo are currently working with their long-time
video director Bryan Barber on the
HBO-produced movie, which
should be released mid-June.
Currently using the working title
"Speakerboxx" after Big Boi's contribution to OutKast's last double
album,Barber told MTV News that
the film wasn't based directly on
those songs, but it would feature
both rappers.
"Big Boi's in a love triangle and
has to choose between his dream of
See NEWS on Page 13

have a ride off-campus and wants
to watch the game with fellow
Patriot fans.
The Sports Arena, on Outer
Hammond Street in Bangor,saw a
crowd of 500 to 600 people for
last year's Super Bowl party, and
hopes to attract even more people
this year. The Sports Arena will
have over 60 televisions available
for viewing, along with plenty of
giveaways,trivia and drinks. Also
featured will be a live broadcast
from WWBX 97.1's Cindy

Michaels all day long. There will
also be a half-time buffet for $10.
Smokey Bones will offer its
Party Packs for the big game,
although the restaurant requests
that you order 72 hours in
advance,today. There are two different Party Pack options, the
Field Goal Special and the
Touchdown Special. The Field
Goal Special is $69.99, feeds 10
to 12 people and includes three
meats, either hand pulled pork,
smoked turkey, St. Louis ribs or

barbecue half chickens along with
your choice of three sides. The
Touchdown Special is $199.99,
feeds 25 to 30 people, and
includes eight pounds of hand
pulled pork, three racks of St.
Louis ribs, eight barbecued half
chickens and your choice of three
sides. These are a very good
option for large parties that are
looking to eat while watching the
game, if you can get a full-crew
together, it makes the price-perperson fairly low.

HEYGREEKS
ON THE FIRST FRIDAY OF EVERY MONTH THE AREA'S
HOTTEST LOUNGE THROWS AN 18+ PARTY JUST FOR YOU.
ONE OF ONLYTNAIO 18+ NIGHTS PER MONTH

• BEARBREW& PBR PINTS $ 1.50•
• WELL DRINKS $2.50•
• VODIO.RED BULLS $3.50•
BE THE FRATERNITY/SORORITY WITH THE HIGHEST
MEMBER ATTENDANCE THRU THE SEMESTER TO

WIN A PRIVATE VIP PARTY WITH A
GUEST LIST OF UP TO 250.
COVER FOR CREEK MEMBERS: 2 1+ $ 1 / 18-20 $ 5
NON-MEMBERS: LADIES $ 1 / GUYS $ 5
DOORS® 9:30PM • DRINKS SERVED IN SOMA LOUNGE
'Cover only applies to Sonia 36 Lounge
NO COVER FOR THE 1ST FIR OF BEAR
BREW PUB OR THE POOL ROOM

‘
cfb M Qi3
m !)tteet • Own()• 866.2739
36 Mo
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Live at the MCA
Featuring American
Midlino Kids & NI Lars
Thursday, Feb. 10 @ 7pin
Tickets on sale at the Box Office
$10 Students
$1.5 Non-Students
"

Air
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Lifeline
Iris DeMent
Flariella Records

PARTY
From Page 10

In her first release since 1996,
folk
artist Iris DeMent made a
pizza.
beer
and
beyond
swinging
comeback to the
Obviously, beer and pizza are
recording studio. For those who
essential elements, but not the
have never heard of her — the
only ones. There is no shame in
majority of people in the world
asking your guests to bring
today
— DeMent has been
some food with them, including
in
the recording business
around
dessert and smaller finger foods
as a solo artist for about 12 years,
like chips, dip, vegetable platand has been
ters or crackers and cheese. If
appearing on
you are truly into entertaining
albums
with
make sure to fire up the grill. No
John
Prine
and
one can screw up grilling —
numerous othwell, most people at least. Just
ers for many
grab some steaks and prepare
more. As a
fan favorites like ribs and skewmusician,she is
CAMPUS PHOTO BY SARAH BIGNEY
ers that can be thrown on the
remarkably
grill. If you are looking for more
of a variety you could also pre- lege student. One important rule your guests more at ease when self-sufficient
pare wings, potato wedges and of thumb is to make sure you they are reaching for some — her shows
nachos. If you are really looking have enough beer to last the chips. On a side note bags of consist of just
to make a splash and have the entire length of the game, no chips all over the party just look her and her guitar, and occamoney, add a couple of seafood one wants to run out of beer tacky.
sionally
the
Decorating:
choices like shrimp cocktail or with 12 minutes left in the
guitar
is
set
fourth quarter. If you are going
If the Super Bowl food and
scallops wrapped in bacon.
in
favor
down
Lazy entertainers, or maybe to have 10 people or more, defi- accommodations are taken care
dorm room Super Bowl party nitely go with a keg instead of of there is only a few details that of the piano. In the studio, she
goers, might order pizzas and 30-packs, it's more economical are left, and probably most boys usually works with a band, but
need to plan ahead. Use your and tastes better. For parties of won't make the effort. Yes, dec- the songs are just as good done
head; it is the Super Bowl and it nine or less, use your own judg- orating. The Super Bowl theme either way.
Her style has always been diswill probably take about two ment on how many cans to buy, is something that your true hosttinctively
folk — rock and roll
ess
with
a
few
the
buying
plan
on
mostest
will
want to
hours for your pizza to arrive. but always
was
never
really a factor in any
have
fun
with.
will
you
Grab
you
think
any
than
fun
more
So don't get cranky when the
pizza you ordered at kick-off need. Also make sure there are football-type toys, and your of her works. That doesn't mean
non-alcoholic beverages for a guests will have fun. Any everything has been soft and
takes longer than 45 minutes.
fan that might be driving or Patriots or Eagles team para- mournful, or that she has never
Flowing beer:
A couple of cautionary notes, would rather watch the game phernalia is also a bonus. Now, made use of any electric instrudon't go overboard with bal- ments — it just means her style
if you are getting beer by the without a beer.
Make it classy:
loons or streamers — that's for is completely her own, her
keg, make sure to go with a neuContinue the trend of Solo your mom. Mini-footballs will albums nearly entirely original
tral beer, like Bud Light or
cups
with plenty of napkins or keep your guests occupied and her music mostly acoustic.
Coors Light. These beers are
crowd-pleasers for both genders paper towels and strong paper before the game and while they
and all ages. Also by going with plates. These will all make clean are waiting for the food to cook.
If you can follow these sima light beer, drinkers will -be up much easier and it will keep
able to maintain a buzz through- your buddy from whipping his ple guidelines you should be
out the game, rather than drink- greasy barbecue fingers all over able to host a comfortable and
ing Sam Adams and finding your couch. Also when you are entertaining party. There is a
themselves too tipsy to enjoy serving your dishes at your thin-line between too much and
the game. When buying a keg, party, make sure to have serving too little, just try to follow our
don't clear out your cupboard dishes. This doesn't mean that simple rules and everything
and use all the random cups that you need to go out and buy any- should go smoothly. Once the
you have stolen from the local thing knew, use some mixing game starts, just sit back and
bars, buy a sleeve of Solo cups. bowls in your cupboard. Large relax, put everything else aside.
Beer on tap always tastes better bowls will create a friendlier The game is what the day is
out of a Solo — just ask any col- atmosphere, as well as make really all about, after all.

NEWS
From Page 11
being a businessman and his family.
Dre's is more of a tragic love story.
He falls in love with someone from
out oftown,which motivates him to
follow his dream," Barber
explained.
Although Andre 3000 has acting
experience, including a role in the
forthcoming "Be Cool," Barber
confirmed that the duo had worked
on new musical material for the
film.
"They mostly rap in it,"
explained Barber."There are some
new tracks and OutKast songs I
think should have been released as
singles."
Despite this, the director insists
the film will not be a modern rap
flick,but will be set in the middle of
last century.
"It's not really a hip-hop movie
at all, it just happens to have two
major hip-hop stars in it," he
explained. "It's more of a 1930s
musical. I took some of the music
from OutKast and set it in that time.
That's one of the things I set out to
do.I was trying to make a statement
on how music from today could
have been music from the 1930s."
Macy Gray will also star, playiti
.
g "a jaded singer" and soul vocal*****

ist Patti LaBelle will also be featured. A soundtrack album from the
film has been rumored ahead of
more new OutKast material later
due out this year.
Michael Jackson's trial on
charges of child molestation has
been adjourned until Feb. 7. The
decision was taken after a potential
4,000jurors were narrowed down to
250 for the case in California's
Santa Maria county.
Next week will see the process
continue to select the fmal 12jurors
and eight standby jurors, according
to BBC News.
Lawyers for both the prosecution
and defense will question the
remaining 250 potential jurors next
week and meanwhile the candidates
have been asked to fill in questionnaires.
Professional jury consultants
have been employed by the legal
teams. They specialize in assessing
the personalities of potential jurors
and their likely opinions about the
case. The jury selection process
could take up to a month.
Just hours before his trial on 10
counts ofchild molestation and conspiracy,the singer rehearsed a video
online appealing for a fair trial.
The trial is estimated to last in
the range of six months. If found
guilty, Jackson faces up to 21 years
behind bars.

Her 2004 release "Lifeline" is
an impressive collection of original gospel works, which fit
DeMent's unusual voice surprisingly well. Her gospel style is a
bit less upbeat than typical traditional gospel tunes which are
slow and contemplative, and a
bit on the repetitive side.
Overall, the messages are pretty
much typical gospel — "I Don't
Want to Get Adjusted to this
World," "He Reached Down,"
and "Leaning on the Everlasting
Arms." There are a few numbers
that have a bit more life to them
than others, fortunately — "The
Old Gospel Ship" is relatively
peppy, as far as gospel songs go.
What can be most appreciated
about DeMent's foray into the
gospel style is that she made a
valiant effort and managed to
compile an entire album of originals. While they're not all great,
overall they're worth a listen,
especially when you take into
account her agnostic tendencies
that get worked into the lyrics
here and there.
— Erin McNamara

WEDNESDAYS
@ SOMA

OPEN MIC NIGHT
9pm—lam
:4106,

Solo/Duo/Acoustic 'Spoken
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$10 bearbrew pitchers
$8 bud light pitchers
$8 Or pitchers
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21+ • S2 Musical Donation
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SUPER BOWL
PREDICTIONS
Tim Whitehead
Hockey Coach
Patriots: 30-17
Tom Brady wins MVP, but
Adam Vinatieri is a close second.

Robert Kennedy
Interim President
Patriots: 24-10
Tom Brady wins MVP. They
wont need to rely on Adam
Vinateri for the game-winning
field goal.

Debbie Harris
Dining Services
Patriots "Hon": 28-14
Tom Brady wins MVP.

Noel March
Director of Public Safety
Patriots win by 7 points
Adam Vinatieri will be the
deciding player.

Robert Dana
Dean of Students
Patriots: 28-17
Brady will be injured and it
won't snow.

John Evans
Master Copy Editor
Patriots: 24-21
Patriots win on an Adam
Vinatieri field goal with 1:27
minutes left in the fourth quarter.
Tom Brady will be injured with a
torn ACL.

Matt Kearney
Style Editor
Eagles: 17-13
Brian Westbrook wins MVP.

Ryan Brimigion
Junior Physio!ogy major
Patriots: 28-14
Corey Dillon wins MVP and
he will rush for 175 yards.

Kristin Saunders
Editor in Chief
Patriots: 21-17
Corey 'Dillon rushes for 130
yards and one touchdown. Tedy
Bruschi has two sacks and a fumble recovery for a touchdown.
Dillon and Bruschi are co-MVPs.

Donna Nickett
UMaine Bookstore
Patriots: 36-7
Tom Brady wins MVP.

Aaron Barns
Head Copy Editor
Patriots: 21-10
Rodney Harrison will lay out
Freddie Mitchell and Tom Brady
will be MVP.

Matt Conyers
Sports Editor
Patriots: 27-24
Pats have to come back and
win for first time on the year and
in Super Bowl. Eagles will miss a
field goal from 45 yards out, wide
left, as time expires.

Ernest Scheyder
News Editor
Patriots: 15 - 6
Tom Brady wins MVP.

Lauri Sidelko
Director Greek Life and
Substance Abuse Prevention
Services
Patriots: 24-7
It will be an uneventful Super
Bowl.
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(left-right)
Jack Cosgrove
Football Coach

Patriots: 27-20
Tom Brady wins MVP.

Matthew Cosgrove
Age 9
Patriots will win, but likes
the Eagles
Patriots: 21-20
Brian Westbrook wins MVP.
Sydni Cosgrove
Age 7
Eagles
Donovan McNabb wins MVP.
Jeri Cosgrove
Age 12

Eagles: 35-21
Donovan McNabb wins MVP.

Melissa Armes and
Sarah Bigney
Photo Editors

Rams?"Go Team":
Three under par.
Mia Hamm wins MVP.

(Left-right)
Collabrative effort
Kristin Vidlik,junior human
nutrition major
Leah Guidinger,junior
nursing major
Colleen Morgan,junior
nursing major
Christina Bolmonte,junior
nursing major
Patriots: 27-10
Vinatieri takes it home.
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Misunderstanding
in the Middle East
Alright, I'll admit it, this one
is coming out of nowhere. In
the past few weeks, however,
I've found myself, for one reason or another, arguing the situation in the Middle East several
times. Let's be honest, it can get
a little irritating to be in the
same discussion for the fifth
time in as many days. I wish I
was making that number up. So,
in the interest of everyone that
I've spoken to recently on the
Israelis vs. the Palestinians and
for the education of everyone
else that's bothering to read
this, here's a run-down on what
I usually argue. Normally, I'm
foaming at the mouth about
halfway through, so it's probably a good idea to put this in
print. So, here it is: The
Middle East in a thousand
words or less.
If there's one thing that baffles me about the situation in
the Middle East, it's that so
many people don't seem to realize that the Palestinian problem
is entirely the Palestinians' own
doing. Prior to declaring independence in the late 1940s, the
soon-to-be Israelis offered the
hand of friendship to the neighboring
Arab
populations,
including the Palestinians.
Rather than accept the change,
the Arab response was the nowtypical scream for jihad and
"push the Jews into the sea."
War after war was waged, with
Israel the international aggressor in only one major instance.
Meanwhile, rather than take in
the "refugees," the neighboring
Arab nations were content to
use their brethren as an antiZionist political tool while they,
the Palestinians, rotted.
The problem they now face
is their own. Centuries of bad
leadership, mass illiteracy, and
religious superstition have left
them in a situation most don't
fully understand — or care to.
Rather than accept the repeated
offers of peace, the U.N. mandate that created Israel, which
was approved by every nonArab nation on the face of the
earth
sans
Cuba,
the
Palestinians have been content
with their futile attempts to
"save Palestine from the Jews."
Ignoring the fact that the area
used to be primarily swamp and
desert, of course. The areas surrounding Israel are well known
to contain some of the most fertile farmland in the world —
most of this lies unused, primarily because many of the
nations it belongs to are too
backwater,out of date, and lazy
to capitalize on it. Each of
these countries, with just the
tiniest bit of effort, could easily
take on the Palestinian
"refugees" 10 times over with
an almost negligible negative
environmental or social impact.
Instead, we find ourselves in
the present day where Israel, a
sovereign nation in and of
itself, finds itself surrounded
on three sides by sworn enemies, with even more still

Rambling
Fool
By Benjamin Jarvela
camped out in the middle of its
own territory.
To put it in perspective, this
is the social and geographical
equivalent of Al-Qaeda taking
control of New Hampshire and
regularly bombing Maine. The
Israelis have little choice but to
defend themselves and, personally, I think they show a lot
more self-restraint than could
be expected of any other
Western nation under the same
circumstances.
On more than one occasion,
I've heard the Palestinians compared to the Native Americans.
Now, let me get one thing
straight before I continue: I'm
not condoning what happened
to the native population of
North America in any sense. In
fact, I'm slightly insulted by the
metaphor. • Bemoaning the
plight of the Palestinians while
comparing their experiences to
those of the Native Americans
is one of the most atrocious
things I have heard in a long
time. Far too few people know
the full history of the area, the
broken promises of the White
Paper, the League of Nations,
and the British subjugation of
both the Jews and Palestinians
alike. The hand of friendship
has been extended time and
time again, each time to return
bitten and bloody. Every time,
the Arab response has been "it's
the Jews fault" or "this was
only the reaction of a few
extremists."
My final point to everyone
deriding Israeli "tyranny:" The
next time you get in an argument with someone, press your
point until he finally gives up
out of exhaustion. As soon as
he quits and is about ready to
walk away, haul back and
punch him in the face. When he
gets ready to fight back,
explain to him that it was an
uncontrolled reaction, you're
really sorry, etc. This will probably take some doing, but eventually he'll probably forgive
you and be willing to call it a
day. As soon as he does, haul
back and punch him again. See
how many times you can get
away with this before he kicks
your ass.
The Palestinians had their
chance. Their current situation
is their own fault. As crass as it
may sound, the whole situation
can be summed up with one
saying: "If you can't beat 'em,
join 'ern."
I'm more than aware that
this is bound to irk some people
here on campus. Feel free to
respond. I'm curious to hear
people's responses.
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"Coach Palombo" to her players
and to fans. At Michigan State she
is known as "Coach P."
Palombo turned the Black
From Page 20
Bears into a national power and
has built Michigan State into a
Palombo-McCallie is now in
national championship contender.
the midst of her fifth season as the
Since her arrival in Michigan,
head coach of the Spartans, after
attendance at women's basketball
eight successful seasons in
games has more than doubled.
Orono.
She has her own radio show, and
Palombo-McCallie started her
the Spartans program continues to
first season at UMaine, by losing
grow. Palombo-McCallie continher first nine games, and finished
ues to succeed and her team conwith a 9-20 record. Two years
tinues
to improve.
later the Black Bears won the
Her success comes as no surAmerica East Championship.
prise to her former players.
In her first season at Michigan
"She lives and breaths basketState in 2000-2001, her team finball, and she lives and breaths her
ished 10-18. Two years later she
program," said former guard
returned with Michigan State to
Chantal Macream, who compared
the NCAA tournament with a 17her former coach to UMaine's
12 record.
current coach, Sharon Versyp.
Her Black Bears won four con"Like coach Versyp, through
secutive conference champithem they really transcend the
onships and went to the tournagame to their players. They really
ment six times in her last six seashow their players how to love
sons at UMaine.
basketball."
Like her team at UMaine,
Those who played for
Palombo-McCallie's team at
know how
Palombo-McCallie
Michigan State has gotten better
much she loves the game.
every season, and this season has
Macream said the success her colbeen her best so far.
lege coach is having at Michigan
The Spartans are currently
State is no surprise to her.
ranked 11th in the country with a
Chantal Macream
"I think it's just an extension
16-3 record. Her team has beaten
Alumni
of coach Palombo," Macream
Boston College, Notre Dame,
UMaine women's basketball
said. "She had great success here
Connecticut, Iowa, Minnesota
and I knew she'd do that at
and Purdue, all teams ranked in
Michigan State as well."
the top 25. Notre Dame is ranked
UMaine.
Palombo-McCallie
Palombo-McCallie
made
number seven.
In her final two seasons at coached players like Cindy UMaine a national contender. She
UMaine, Palombo-McCallie's Blodgett and Jamie Cassidy, who brought the Black Bears to the
Black Bears received an at-large each went on to play in the program's highest peak.
In 1999 her team upset seventh
bid into the national tourna- Womens National Basketball
coached
Amy
ranked
Stanford in the first round
Association.
She
ment. Her first two tournament
teams at Michigan State Vachon, Wth) became one of the of the NCAA tournament. At
Michigan State,she is expected to
received the same. Her team has best point guards in the country.
Cassidy had her jersey retired d6more,and at age 38,the former
a good shot at winning the Big
Ten title this season, although at last Sunday's UMaine game Mainer has her best shot yet with
that is no easy task. Whether the against Stony Brook. She had her current team.
"She is an amazing coach,"
Sparians are crowned confer- only good things to say,about her
said Tinklova. "She'll make any
ence champions or not, they former coach.
"Coach Palombo is a great team she coach's successful."
should receive a high seed when
Her success is apparent. She
coach,"
said Cassidy. "I loved
tournament
rolls
around
in
the
playing for her and I'm very continues to become more and
March.
A native of Brunswick, excited for her. She works very more popular in women's basketPalombo-McCallie got her first hard and she is good at what she ball, and the state of Michigan is
the second state to fall in love
coaching job as an assistant at does."
was
,she
known
as
UMaine
with Joanne Palombo-McCallie.
At
Auburn, helping the Tigers to an
Elite Eight appearance. She
became head coach at UMaine in
1992 and left for Michigan State
in 2000.
While many people were sad
to see her go, the time had come
for Palombo-McCallie to move
on.
"She wanted a change," said
Martina Tinklova, who played for
Palombo-McCallie from 19972000 at UMaine. "She wanted
something different, and she's
done an amazing job at Michigan
State."
Tinklova became a major force
in the post for UMaine during her
three seasons; however, she was
just one of the many recruits that
became stars on the court for

STOCK

"She lives and
breaths basketball
and she lives and
breaths her
program."

CAMPUS PHOTO BY STEVEN KNAPP

THE BOARDS — Joe Campbell hits the glass for
rebound during Wednesday's hard fought game with BU.
BANGING

nearly as efficient offensively
as I'd hoped. Both teams struggled scoring, but we were
resilient. We were able to find
From Page 20
our flow in the last seven mintogether. It's just a matter of utes."
The loss drops the Black
going out and doing it."
UMaine opened the second Bears to 10-10 on the season,
half with an 8-3 run to take a 5-6 in America East play.
26-23 lead, their biggest of the UMaine also fell behind Albany
night. The teams traded bas- to fifth place in the conference
kets until the Terriers tied the standings. BU improves to 15game at 29 with just over 5,9-2 in America East and kept
eleven minutes to play. At that pace with Northeastern to
point, the Terriers went to a full remain in second place behind
court press that stymied the unbeaten Vermont.
Markwood led all players
Black Bear attack the rest of
logging 37 minutes in just his
the way.
Rashad Bell knocked down a second game back from a bropair of free throws to put BU up ken hand. He had four points
for good with 7:57 to go. and dished out two assists, runBrower hit a lay up, and Chaz ning a Maine offense that
Carr hit a 3 to put BU up by 5, despite not shooting well didn't
their biggest lead of the night to have a lot of turnovers.
"I felt pretty good," said
that point. After Markwood and
Flavin both missed shots at the Markwood. "I was a little out
other end, the Terriers dug out of sync, but that's just part of
the rebound and Brower hit coming back. I missed four
another jumper to widen the weeks; we haven't had a lot of
gap to seven points with just practice time, so that's going to
happen."
under six minutes to play.
The Black Bears will look to
Despite the Black Bears'
best efforts, BU hit their free get back on track Sunday at
throws down the stretch and Alfond Arena, when they take
UMaine couldn't close the gap. on the Binghamton Bearcats at
"Their defense is in position noon. The Bearcats downed the
on every shot. They were able Black Bears 65-52 on Jan. 6
to contain us inside in the sec- and stand at 6-14 on the year, 3ond half," said Woodward. 8 and ninth in the conference.
"We're relatively healthy
"They're the defending regular
season champs the last two now," Woodward said. "We
years. That's a good, experi- haven't had the components we
enced basketball team over expected playing at the level
we expected for most of the
there."
"We're fortunate to get out year. We have a team that we
of here with a win," said BU believe in, and as we continue
head coach Dennis Wolff. to get more time playing
"Both teams worked hard together, we can get back to
defensively and we weren't level we want to be at."

SURVIVES
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Next time you plan on going out,
why not rent your own private
V.I.P. booth @ SOMA 36.
Just $2/person for your own private booth and cocktail server all night long..
'Price based on maximum booth capacity.
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Whitehead is well aware of the senior Preston CaBander, who has
influence the riotous Whittemore had a remarkable year tallying 34
points on a team-high 16 goals and
center could have on the Wildcats.
"They are undefeated at home 23 assists.
From Page 20
Whitehead commented on the
this year, so I think that speaks for
of the Wildcats offense.
play
will
"This
Whitehead.
said
itself,"
Hockey East action.
think you can round up the
"I
for
opponent
challenging
very
a
be
UMaine head coach Tim
suspects," said Whitehead.
usual
rink."
home
their
in
us
importance
the
stressed
Whitehead
The Whittemore Center has not "Collins, Yandle, Hemingway, and
of the series.
"We do have an opportunity been a kind place for opponents in both goalies are having good seahere, where we have scratched and recent history. The Black Bears last sons."
In net,junior Jeff Pietrasiak will
clawed our way back into the mix," visit to the revered complex saw the
replacing the memorable Mike
be
at
lost
6-3
thundering
a
drop
team
positon
a
in
"We're
said Whitehead.
to improve the last third of the the hands of head coach Dick Ayers in net, who graduated last
Hockey East Season, make some Umile's boys. The lost came last season. Pievasiak has played in 19
games earning a 3.06 goals against
noise and get into the NCAA tour- November.
average and .896 save percentage.
at
points
steal
some
can
we
"If
nament."
The Black Bears, who are cur- the Whittemore, we can really Freshman Kevin Regan backs up
rently ranked fifteenth in both the accomplish something," said Pietrasiak with a 2.65 goals against
average and a .922 save percentage.
USCHO-CSTV poll and USA Whithead.
The Black Bears will be missing
1979
in
which
began
The series,
Today-USA Hockey magazine poll,
sophomore Michel Leveille
talented
for
at
a
win
Alfond
Arena
with
5-3
9-3and
year
stand at 14-8-6 on the
4 in conference competition. UNH UMaine,will mark its 90th and 91st on Friday.Leveille, will be serving a
slides into the weekend slate 17-6-3 duels this weekend. The Black one game suspension, for a five
overall and 10-2-2 in Hockey East Bears hold an 50-34-5 overall minute spearing call from last
action. The Wildcats are seventh in advantage in the series. In last II Saturday's 2-2 stalemate against
entanglements, UMaine possess a Northeastern. Whitehead touched
both the national polls.
Whitehead feels the Black Bears 7-3-1 lead. The Black Bears have upon the changes that could occur in
won the last three matches with the line-up due to Leveille's
cannot rest on their recent success.
absence.
"We have improved in a lot of their border rivals.
"We will have to juggle a little,"
is
his
squad
Whitehead
the
believes
over
areas, but we still aren't
Whitehead. "Especially cause
said
span
of
to
now
prepared
that
continue
"We
Whitehead.
said
hump,"
he was a center, he was the quartersuccess this weekend.
have to take another step."
"It's a challenge we're looking back on the power play, so we will
That next step against the
Wildcats could be the biggest of the forward too," said Whitehead."This have to adjust a couple of our forseason for the Black Bears. is an opportunity for us to find out ward lines and juggle our power
play a little bit."
UMaine has emerged as one of col- where were at."
UMaine comes into the Border
The two foes lone meeting on
lege hockey's hottest squad's in the
second half of the season snatching the year resulted in an thrilling 3-0 War reeling from a 2-2 deadlock
three out of four points in their last victory at Alfond Arena. In the Saturday night and 1-0 victory last
three weekends. However, the match All American Jimmy Friday night.
"I thought it was a good weekBlack Bears still remain on the bub- Howard was replaced by freshman
ble when it comes to an NCAA Mike Lundin who managed to seal end, not a great weekend for us,"
Tournament at-large berth. A win the pivotal conference win for said Whitehead. "I thought
against a national contender like the UMaine. Brent Shepheartl scored Northeastern did an excellent job of
not giving in."
Wildcats could do wonders for two goals in the decision.
In net for the Black Bears will be
The Wildcats will be lead into
UMaine,something that Whitehead
the Border War largely by a cast of Jimmy Howard, who has given up
is not overlooking.
"We will be ready to go against familiar faces. Senior Sean Collins 52 goals on the season, while haulUNH, that's for sure," said will spearhead the attack with 35 ing in 558 saves. The red-hot
points on 12 goals and 23 assists. Howard has posted a 1.99 goals
Whitehead.
The Wildcats, who will be look- Collins will be assisted by sensa- against average on the year and a
Brett .915 save percentage. Freshman
sophomore
ing to extend their own 13-0 streak tional
15 Matt Lundin backs Howard with a
in
hauled
has
who
at home this season,enter the week- Hemingway,
1.76 goals against average and .939
points.
31
for
assists
16
and
goals
end coming off a home split with
percentage.
save
to
greatly
contribute
to
looking
Also
River
The
streaking UMass-Lowell.
game is set to begin at 8
Friday's
Brian
be
will
assault
Wildcat
the
game
14
a
riding
were
who
Hawks,
Saturday's starts at 7
while
winning streak of their own,pound- Yandle with eight goals and 18 p.m.,
game will be televised
Friday's
p.m.
ed the Wildcats 7-0 Friday night, assists for 26. Rounding out the
College Sports TV.
on
nationally
be
likely
will
only to fall 8-3 the next night. score sheet for UNH

BORDER
COLLEGE HOCKEY
CORNER
By Eric Gullickson
For The Maine Campus
Down the stretch they come.
With most teams starting their
run to the postseason, games
across college hockey nation
increase in importance for the
remainder of the season.
In Atlantic Hockey the top
two teams in the conference,
Holy Cross and Canisius, faced
off for the league lead. Holy
Cross came away with three of
four points to continue their
control of the top spot in
Atlantic Hockey. The Crusaders
fought to gain a 4-3 win on
Friday night but weren't able to
put the crucial goal in the net on
Saturday and snagged a 2-2
draw. The middle of the pack
could get shook up this coming
weekend. Mercyhurst, who's
currently tied for third in the
conference, visits fifth-place
Quinnipiac. Also, the other
third-place team Sacred Heart
faces off against sixth-place
University of Connecticut in
Storrs this weekend. The four
teams huddled in the center of
the standing are separated by
only four points. Depending on
the outcome could completely
rearrange themselves this weekend.
In the Central Collegiate
Hockey League, the Michigan
Wolverines find themselves on
top of the league after a great
battle with new found rival
Northern Michigan. Northern
Michigan came out gunning on
Friday, putting four goals past
possible future number one
NHL draft pick Al Montoya and
taking a 4-1 victory out of Ann
the
Saturday,
Arbor.
and
regrouped
Wolverines
dominated play grabbing a split
and a 3-1 victory headed into
next week's classic rivalry
game with Michigan State,
once again being played in Ann
Arbor. The number-two seeded
Ohio State Buckeyes flexed
some muscle this weekend,
sweeping a crumbling Western
Michigan. In the Eastern
Collegiate Athletic Conference,
the race is on with four teams
currently fighting for the top
spot separated by only four
points. Cornell is leading the
pack and continued their win-

ning ways with two wins this
weekend. The Big Red topped
Clarkson on Friday with a 4-2
victory and then squeaked by
St. Lawrence Saturday 1-0.
Previously top-seed Colgate
also knocked off St. Lawrence
with a 3-1 win on Friday night,
but Clarkson found a chink in
the armor and was able to oust
the Raiders 3-1 on Saturday.
Third-seed Harvard Crimson
had their rivalry match with
Yale and came out victorious
Saturday with a 5-3 victory.
The win started the Crimson's
momentum and they came out
flying Tuesday with an 8-1
defeat of Union. Fourth-place
Vermont finds themselves only
three points out of first place
following last two wins weekend. The Catamounts knocked
off R.P.I on Friday 3-2 and
handed Union its first loss of
the weekend Saturday, 7-1.
In the Western Collegiate
Hockey Association, the story
is Colorado College and
Wisconsin walking away with
the league's regular season.
This weekend will be a huge
weekend for the top four.
Colorado College travels to
upset-minded Minnesota StateMankato, which should mean
four points for the Tigers, but
the Mavericks could always
steal the game. Third-seeded
Denver has to watch out for the
Fighting Sioux in North
Dakota's home rink. The Sioux
are in fifth place and looking to
move up. The games of the
weekend in the WCHA are the
Border Battle between the
University of Minnesota and
the University of Wisconsin.
The teams are currently separated by four points but a sweep
by Minnesota could make the
standings interesting.
The series of the weekend in
all of college hockey, however,
is not the Border Battle in the
WCHA it is the Border Battle
in Hockey East between the
University of Maine and the
University of New Hampshire.
The series has great tradition
and could end up catapulting
UMaine up the National rankings.

As for the Friars, they were
able to split their series with
UNH, putting them one point
out of first place. Earlier in the
From Page 20
season, when the Friars took on
in
of
things
the
the Black Bears,they were able
to tuneup some
hit
and
healthy
get
to sweep the series. Since that
and
the past
the road on Friday and see weekend, the Black Bears have
what happens over the week- gone on a seven-game winning
streak and have managed to go
end."
UMaine emerged from
with
9-3-1.
series
Outside of a road
this
of the conference
later
bottom
the
College
Boston
month, their series against standings all the way to third
Providence will be the final place.
"We have played both those
road trip for Black Bears.
UMaine will enjoy a four-game teams so we know what to
homestand against conference expect and we are ready for
leaders New Hampshire and them," said forward and leadNortheastern after their series ing goal scorer Cheryl White.
with the Friars. Earlier in the "We are a lot more ready now
season, the Black Bears were than we were the first time we
able to sweep the Huskies, played Providence and I think
while notching a tie and a lost it will be a different story for
us this time around."
against UNH.
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Earn a Doctor of Physical Therapy
(DPT) Degree at UNE,the Region's
Leading Educator of Health-care
Professionals
University of New England's Department of Physical Therapy
invites you to attend an information Session on Saturday,
February 5, lpm at the Parker Pavilion/Interactive Classroom,
Westbrook College Campus, 716 Stevens Avenue, Portland,
Maine. To RSVP, call (207) 797-7688, ext. 4398.
The faculty will share information about the OPT program, the
University, the admissions process and answer your questions.
Visit our website at www.une.edu.

D
AE W
N

riversity ofL

UNE's DPTprogram offers
students an outstanding
accredited, entry-level
professional doctorate
program within a
department that has earned
a national reputation of
excellence since its
founding in 1980.
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Eagles deal UM pair of losses

TERRIERS

By Michael Dabrieo
For The Maine Campus

From Page 20
assists and four steals. Rounding out
the score sheet for the Terriers was
Corrinne Jean chipping in 11 points
and two steals.
UMaine finished 45.8 percent
from the filed, while BU shot a dismal 32 percent. Both squads recording 35 turnovers on the night.
The Terriers held the lead in the
first five minutes of the second half
nailing 3 three and adding a inside
bucket for a 41-36 lead. UMaine rallied compliments of Abby Schrader
and Corbitt. Schrader tallied
knocked down six second half
points.The Black Bears were able to
quietly build a 13 point into the final
four minutes of the match. Ashley
Underwood sealed the deal for the
Black Bears at 1:54 when she hit
two fire thmws to give her squad
their largest lead of the game,69-5.
Corbitt closed out the half with nine
more points.
UMaine returns home this weekend to host Binghamton. They will
then host the University of New
Hampshire next Tuesday night.
The Black Bears will look to
improve on their 6-2 home record.
Although the Wildcats beat UMaine
earlier in the season, 60-57, the
Black Bears have lost just two conference games at home in the last
three seasons.
Binghamton will bring a 5-3 conference record into Alfond Arena
Saturday night. Although the
Bearcats are 6-11 overall,they have
won five of their last six games.
The Wildcats are 5-4 in America
East play and 9-9 overall. They are
one of just two teams to beat the
defending conference champion
Black Bears this season, the other
team being Hartford.
UMaine guard Missy Traversi
knows how difficult it is to win in
the America East. This season is no
exception.
"Our conference, the parity is
crazy. Everyone is so at an equal
balance right now," said Traversi, a
senior captain. "Right now we just

CAMPUS PHOTO BY PAUL BERTSCHINGER

COURT RACE — Missy Traversi charges down the court
during Sunday's game against Stony Brook.
want to get better and better everyday, and we don't want to rise too
quickly."
The Bearcats are rising quickly.
They are the best three-point shooting team in the conference with a
.390 shot percentage from behind
the arc. The Black Bears are shooting .388 from behind the three-point
line, which makes them the secondbest three-point shooting team in the
conference. Like the Black Bears,
the Bearcats would like to return to
the conference tournament as one of
the top seeds again this season.
Binghamton head coach Rich
Conover, was named America East
coach of the year last season, in his
second full season with the Bearcats,
. His team finished second in the
conference, with a 17-10 record.
However,they were knocked out in
the first round of the America East
tournament by number seven seeded
Northeastern 63-53.
After starting 1-10 this season,
Conover's team seems to be back on
track after beating Vermont and
Northeastern. However, he will be
facing a UMaine team that has won
four straight.
UMaine has won the America
East regular season title each of the
last two seasons, and would like to

do it again this season. Head Coach
Sharon Versyp knows her team is a
different team than they were a year
ago.
"We are the same but yet we're
different," said Versyp."Every player on the floor can score. You can't
key in on one player. We really share
the basketball. We're starting to
understand each other's roles."
The Black Bears lead the conference in both free throw percentage and field goal percentage.
Versyp knows how important it
is for her team to shoot well.
"This year our shot selection is
so much better, that's why I think
that our field goal percentage is so
much better right now. The things
that I knew we would lack would
be offensive rebounds and a little
bit of our team defense, but those
are the things we have to get better
with."
While the Black Bears are first
in defensive rebounds they are
ranked second to last in offensive
rebounds.
The Black Bears beat the
Bearcats twice last season. They
also beat them earlier this season
73-56. Ashley Underwood led
UMaine with 17 points. Monica
Peterson had 13.
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Only the top winning teams within a month are eligible for that month's grand prize

The University of Maine men's
and women's swimming and diving
teams both suffered losses this weekend against Boston College in a twoday meet spanning Friday and
Saturday. The women fell 181-144
and the men 184-136.
Despite the loss, the team gained
experience and numerous first-and
Megan
second-place finishes.
Wolters led the women by winning
three events,and the men were led by
freshman Mike Goede, who swam
his way to a victory. Wolters won the
100-yard backstroke, 200-yard
freestyle and 200-yard backstroke.
Goede was second in the 100-yard
backstroke and won the 50-yard free
style.
According to head coach Jeff
Wren, BC's pool is "very hard to
swim fast times in."
The team had to adapt to many
things during the meet.
The result was a two-day meet
that stretched from Friday night
through Saturday. After grinding
through the long bus ride on Friday,
the team had to arrive ready to go,
and adapt to a greater number of
events. In normal league swim meets
13 out of a possible 20 events are run.
• However, in this past weekend's
meet, 19 were run.
Coach Jeff Wren remained optimistic after the loss.
"We had a few people swim their
lifetime best times,so you have to be
happy with that," Wren said Tuesday
before his team began a workout.

Brianna Tibbits, Jessica Pratt and
Brock Libby were named swimmers
of the meet for the Black Bears, and
all three swam personal records in
their events. Libby swam 5:25.80 in
the 500 yard freestyle, a personal
best.
"He really showed some promise,"said Wren,"he was pretty new to
it."
Brianna Tibbits attained her personal best in the 200-yard IM in
unusual fashion. Just as she was finishing her sixth length,the lights went
out in the pool area, making the
swimmers complete their race in the
haze of emergency lights. Pratt, a
sophomore, swam a season-best in
the one-meter dive at Boston,just a
day after what to some would have
been a taxing experience. On Friday,
Pratt scraped her foot against the
board in that three-meter dive,losing
a large amount of skin. She finished
the event, and returned Saturday to
take third in the one-meter dive.
Issac Forbes also did well in his
diving events. A freshman, Forbes
scored 162.45 in the 3-meter dive for
a third-place finish and 174.75 in the
one-meter dive for a fourth place finish. There is a surprising amount of
freshmen and sophomores scoring in
a competitive meet like this that
show. The future of Black Bear
swimming looks bright. Kiki
O'Donnell,a freshman,took another
second-place for UMaine with a
2:35.44 finish in the 200 breaststroke.
Heather Griffin, a sophomore,added
to the point total by clocking a time of
57.12 in the 100-yard for a strong second place funsh.
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For Rent

Hiring
Top Boys Sports Camp
in Maine! Play & Coach
Sports *Have Fun* Make
$$$ Camp Counselors
Positions available
Summer 2005 Apply
Online www.campcobbosee.com or Call 1-800473-6104
Raid

2 rooms for rent in Old
Town close to UMO.
$550/mo. Owner pays heat
and electrical. Call
718.236.7035 or email
saanaco@yahoo.com
Assistance

Got conflict? We can help!
UMaine mediators, 5812639

#1 Spring Break Vacations! Advertise in The Maine
Campus. Call 581-1273
Cancun, Jamaica,
between 8:30 a.m. and
Acapulco, Bahamas,
Florida. Best Prices! Book 4:30 p.m. to place your
classified advertisement.
now!!!
1-800-234-7007
www.mainecampus.com
endlesssummertours.com

Accepting Maine Card
for on campus deliveries.
Hours: llam-10:30pm4..

116

ORIENTALjADE
947-6969
If it's not the Jade_ It'sjust Chinese!
Bangor Mall Blvd. Next to the Cinemas . www.orientaljade.com
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Patriots Super Bowl Preview
Respect not necessary

A New Era
By Matthew Conyers
Sports Editor
Eight years ago the New
England sports scene was a desolate place. Sherman Douglas was
playing the point for the Celtics.
Kevin Kennedy was leading the
charge from the Red Sox Dugout.
And Pete Carroll was about to perform his little NFL experience on
the Patriots. It was a dark time for
the Northeast.
Fast forward to present day and
it is a vastly different ballgame.
Douglas is mowing lawns with
day dreams of Dino Raja in his
head. Kennedy is flirting with
Jeanne Zalasko behind the Fox
Sports baseball desk. And well,
Pete Caro11 is winning championships in Orange County.
Eight Years ago, Bostonians
knew nothing of 3-0 comebacks,
tuck calls and game-winning field
goal kicks. Instead of names like
Big Papi and Tom Brady, baystaters were fixated on Big Tuna
and Troy O'Leary. The Boston
Garden was saying goodbye and
Nomar was saying hello. New
England was starving for some
sort of satisfaction and fulfillment
seemed light years away.
Oh how things have changed.
After 15 years spent wishing
for the same unimaginable, unbelievable dream, my New England
brethren and I are embracing a
totally new _sports_ spectacle. It is
as if natives of New England have
entered a new dimension. A 12th
galaxy where Paul Pierce is the
local sheriff and Curt Schilling is
president. Citizens worship bloody
socks and Adam Vinatieri cleats.
The Standells are number one on
the radio and NESN's Faith
Rewarded has been number one at
the box office for 64 straight.
weeks. Can't be possible right?
Its a mad, mad world New
England Sports Fans.
Series
World
One
two
and
Championship
Superbowl Championships later,
eight years ago is a distant memory. A memory so far vanished that
is belongs in the same closet as
Jose Offerman and Robert
Edwards. It is a way of life
Northeasterner's have never
known before.
Now on the precipice of an
remarkable third world championship, the Patriots have become
the kind of team New Englanders
have long despised. They were
the dynasty that northeasterners
loved to loathe in the mid 90's.
They are the squad that makes
CBS executives salivate at the
mention of their name. They are
the team that you watch 15 years
later on NFL Films. They are the
team that doesn't belong in New
England.
It's as if the Sun Belt has
allowed us to borrow one of their
habitually lucky squads and forgotten to collect collateral. This
can't be real, right?
The Sox are coming off the
greatest season in baseball team
history and the Patriots are going
to follow it up with a back-to-back

•

•

•

championship.To put it simply,its
become a surreal state of affairs
from Planville, Conn to Machias,
Maine.
New England is a winner and in
three days, they could become the
kings of the sporting world. If the
Pats win football's grandest payday, Boston will become the first
city to hold both the World Series
title and the Superbowl crown
since '79 when the Steelers and
Pirates garnered titles. Then the
city will explode.
It's one thing to imagine the
Pats winning. Its a whole lot bigger of a thing to imagine the Sox
winning. For both squads to actually obtain a championship at the
same time is like getting Sandra
Bullock as a date to your senior
prom. Its just unbelievable.
Boys of New England have
always been told the hardships by
their fathers. We were raised on
the blunders of Steve Grogan, Bill
Buckner and Cam Neely. Legends,
who so unfortunately feel victim
to the doom that Boston athletics
carry with them. We were put
asleep at night with stories of New
England greats coming up always
short. From father to son misery
was passed down like that old
Ford pickup at Dad's construction
lot.
llowe‘cr, Bell Belichick had
other plans for New England. He
wanted to flip the region's sports
world on its head. Along with the
emergence of the man in the long
gray sweatshirt and the demolition
of the rat hole that was Foxoboro
stadium, New England was about
to be changed forever. In one of
the most improbable runs to a
Superbowl title in 2001, the Pats
ignited a legacy that is not likely to
fade anytime soon.
Sparking a fever pitch in New
England not seen since the early
'70s, the Pats made winning in
New England the in thing. No
longer were us hopeful citizens
willing to sit back and watch the
Atlanta Falcons play in the
Superbowl championships. The
Pats were good and they were
going to be for a long time.
Belichick had established a
system in New England that he
knew had to win.Terry Glenn was
gone. Deion Branch had arrived.
Bye-Bye Sam Gash, come-on in
Cory Dillon. Things had changed
and being a sports fan in New
England came with a whole new
mindset. Another title followed in
2003 and then came the historic
winning streak that confirmed
Northeasterners hopeful approach
to life. New England had a team.
So I guess it came as no surprise to me when the Pats once
again made a run into the
Superbowl. Conquering power
after power to get to the big game,
I never once doubted their ability.
I knew they would get there.
These were the Pats.I had no need
to worry anymore,the Sox had the
World Series, I was cleansed.
Like most New England sports
die-hards post-curse reversal,confidence has entered my fan arsenal
and what a beautiful thing it is.

By Kristin Saunders
Editor in Chief
"I get no respect."
Those were the words echoed
throughout the career of Rodney
Dangerfield. For the past four years,
the New England Patriots have
known that phrase all too well
The Patriots,though,thrive on the
fact that they get no respect. They
enjoy the underdog classification.
And as they prepare to defend the
Super Bowl Championship on
Sunday they still have yet to get the
respect they deserve. The Las Vegas
oddsmakcrs have favored the New
England boys by seven points, but
that's worth jack when the fans,team
members and opponents dont buy it.
Some fans in the Northeastern
United States believe the Patriots will
cream the Eagles on Sunday,and then
others are true pessimistic New
England sports fans. On Tuesday
night's Best Damn Sports show on
Fox Sports, Patriots' wide receiver
Deion Branch reminded everyone of
their ongoing disrespect and that the
Patriots were supposed to lose to the
Colts three weeks ago. The Patriots
depleted defensive backfield was
supposed to lose to Peyton
Manningand his high-flying aerial
attack.
No one can argue that the Patriots
shut them down. Mr. MVP ilsin't
even throw for a touchdown. The
lone points were scored by loudmouth kicker Mike Vanderjack. Last
year in the AFC Championship game,
Patriots Cornerback 1), Law picked
off Manning three times, which
would lead most of us to believe that
his absence would be the deciding
factor, but the Patriots still forced
three turnovers and played a flawless

turnover-fire game. It was fitting that
Rodney Harrison intercepted Manny
in the end zone. Big game quarterbacks don't turn the ball over in the
redzone.
The Patriots dominated every
facet of the game,controlling the ball
for over 37 minutes and holding the
league's premier offense to only 276
net yards, nearly 130 short of their
season average.
The same depleted defense went
on the road to Pittsburgh with Pro
Bowl defensive end Richard_
Seymour on the bench. The oddsmakers were expecting the Steelers to
be the proverbial roadblock to
Jacksonville, after their Halloween
walloping of the Patriots. The game
might have been the end of the 21
game winning streak, but the game
was without everyones' new favorite
running back,Corey Dillon.The Pat's
put the brakes on the Bus, Jerome
Bettis — and held him to 64 yards
rushing. Bill Belichick, tied for the
smartest man I know with my father,
went into Hienz Field and with a plan
and came out with a victory.
This past week brash Eagle's
wide receiver Freddy Mitchell
seemed to think it would be a great
idea to call out Rodney Harrison. Not
only did Mitchell sound like a jerk,
but he also looked like one when in a
follow-up question he couldn't name
any other players in the Patriots
ondary. If you're going to start the
mudslinging, you should at least do
your homework. Check that — if
you playing in the Super Bowl, you
should do your homework.Belichick
is known for having his teams better
prepared, and they do their homework. Mitchell should learn to
respect the guys that shut-down
Manning and his league-dominating

Nee-

Satisfy Your Short
to Long Term
Savings Need

offense. Mitchell must be forgetting
that the Pat's have wide receiver Troy
Brown covering other wide
receivers. It won't matter, because
after the game he'll know who to
respect. Belichick will devise one of
his schemes specially designed fogh
Eagles even if T.O. is off his timeout. The defense will have their
hands full with the combination of
wide receiver Brian Westbrook and
Donovan McNabb.Don't expect this
Super Bowl to end on the kick of Mr.
Adam-matic Vinatieri, the Patriots
will thrive on their no respect line
and control this game. The Patriots
desecrate opponents with their team
mentality and will respond to the
defensive backs'collective disrespect
as a team.
Despite having the betting line in
Las Vegas,the Pats will be fueled by
the fact that their team wasn't
respected enough to have their players sent to the Pro Bowl. Yesterday
the league announced that Pat's linebacker Tedy Bruschi will be replacing the injured Ray Lewis. He wJ
be joining teammates Tom Brady,
Larry Izzo, Seymour and Vinatieri.
Two-time Super Bowl Most
Vaulable Player Brady and Seymour
are the only position players to have
originally have been elected to go to
Hawaii.Izzo and Vinatieri both have
earned their spots,hut were voted in
Jot special teams.
The team surely knows that they
deserve more players at the Pro
Bowl and were disrespected, —
unlike the Eagles, who are sending
nine players.
At the end of the day,the Patriots
want to be disrespected because it
has helped them win something the
Eagles have never had — Super
Bowl Championships.
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BU survives UM in defensive game
By Matthew Williams
Staff Writer

See TERRIERS on Page18

The University of Maine
men's basketball team dropped
a tight contest to 52-43 to the
Boston University Terriers
Wednesday
night at Alfond UM
43
Arena. It was
52
the
Black BU
Bears' eighth
straight loss to BU.
The Terriers' stingy defense,
ranked sixth in the country,
held the Black Bears to just 31
percent shooting, and held
UMaine's leading scorer Ernest
Turner scoreless.
"We struggled shooting, but
a lot of credit goes to BU.
When it came down the stretch,
they knocked down their
jumpers and we didn't," said
senior guard Chris Markwood.
"That's what championship
teams do, and that's what they
are."
In what was mostly a back
and forth affair, neither team
led by more than four points
until the final five minutes.
UMaine's defense held the
Terriers to 35 percent shooting
in the game, but BU shot 47
CAMPUS PHOTO BY STEVE KNAPP
percent in the second half to
HOOP RAGE — Joe Campbell goes hard to the basket during UMaine's conference duel
putl away.
"With two good defenses out with Boston University. The Terriers won the road game 52-43
and scored 13 of his 19 points in the game.
there, you're not going to see a lot. That was the difference."
Senior center Mark Flavin in the first half as the teams
"I feel like we played well at
lot of runs," said UMaine head
coach Ted Woodward. "Every scored UMaine's first nine headed to the locker rooms with some points, but not for 40
shot was challenged, nothing points, and along with BU's BU leading 20-18. Senior Joe minutes," said Flavin. "I know
came easy. All of a sudden they Etienne Brower led all scorers Campbell tallied 10 of his 13 we're capable of putting it
got eight points in two minutes, with 19 in the game. Flavin rebounds in the first half, as
and in a game like this that's a shot 60 percent from the field UMaine out-boarded BU 32-20 See SURVIVES on Page 16

Former coach
watches stock
rise at MSU
after success

Black Bears
poised to
complete road
trip with PC

By Riley Donovan
Staff Writer

By Ryan Clark
For The Maine Campus

In 1995, just her third season
as the head women's basketball
coach at the University of Maine,
coach Joanne Palombo-McCallie
took the Black Bears to their first

After overcoming injuries
and illnesses, the University
of Maine women's hockey

Women's Basketball

more drama to an always suspenseful series will be the fact that both
squads enter the entanglement tied
for third place in the Hockey Fast
standings. The foes are knotted at
22 points apiece. The series, which
is already being billed as the
matchup of the weekend, will likely have huge complications in

team has one more challenge to
face: Providence College.
The Black Bears could close
in on their goal of making it to
the Hockey East playoffs with
this weekend's two-game set,
where four Hockey East points
are up for grabs. If the Black
Bears win both games against
Providence, the team could
move back into third place.
UMaine, idle last weekend, are
currently in fourth place.
"I think we needed a break
and we had a big stretch before
last week and we are about to
have another ... we took three
days off and it's important to
refocus," said coach Guy
Perron. "We have just wanted

See BORDER on Page 17

See POISED on Page 17

By Riley Donovan
Staff Writer
and Matthew Conyers
Sports Editor
Anchored by a sensational second half, which saw senior Kim
Corbitt tally 21 points, the
University of Maine women's basketball
game
notched a pivotal
73
73-55 conference UM
victory over rival BU
55
Boston University.
Led by a highflying attack that saw three players
contribute scores in the double digits, UMaine conquered the Terriers
for their fourth consecutive win.
141
'
. With the victory the Black Bears
improve to 11-8 overall and 7-2 in
America East action. For the
Terriers the lost saw their overall
mark drop to 9-9 and 4-5 in conference competition.
Also posting big nights for
UMaine were Missy Traversi and
Monica Peterson, who added 17 and
15 points, respectively. Traversi
hauled in three assists, one block
and two steals during the game.
For BU, Adrienne Norris paved
the way registering 12 points, three

ever appearance in the NCAA
tournament. The Black Bears lost
in the first round 105-75 to the
number one-seeded Connecticut
Huskies.
On that day, her team was the
underdog.
Last
March,
PalomboMcCallie coached her new team,
the Michigan State Spartans, to
the NCAA tournament once
again. This time her team was the
favorite,and they won 70-62 over
Arizona. The Spartans advanced
to the second round but once
again Palombo-McCallie's team
fell to the number one seed, losing this time to Texas 80-61.
See STOCK on Page 16

Women's Hockey

CAMPUS PHOTO BY MELISSA ARMES

GOALIE'S BEST FRIEND — Michel Leveille smacks a cruical shot off the post late in the
second period of UMaine's 2-2 stalemate against Northeastern.

Enemy of the State
Men's hockey travels to UNH to add new chapter in border war
By Matthew Conyers
Sports Editor
For the University of Maine
men's ice hockey team, this weekend will be the moment of truth.
On Friday and Saturday at
the dreaded Whittemore Center,
the Black Bears and University
of New Hamsphire will resume
what is arguably the greatest

rivalry in college hockey.
With more than half the season
already completed,the Black Bears
will be hoping to continue their
seven-game unbeaten streak
against sworn rival UNH in the
Border War. UMaine, owners of
the second-longest unbeaten streak
in the country, is set to faceoff with
the Wildcats for the second and
third time this season. Adding even

